ENGINEERING

Harry M. Crooks, class of '49, speaks from experience when he says:

"At U. S. Steel there is a wide
and varied choice of opportunities offered,
under the most agreeable working conditions.''

Harry M. Crooks
to his present responsible position
typical of that experienced by
many hundreds of college graduates
who have joined forces with U. S.
Stee1.
Presently Assistant Superintendent of the Power and Fuel Department, National Works. National
Tube Division of United States
Steel. Harry M. Crooks graduated in
J a n u a r y . 194-9 with a BS degree in
echanical Engimpering, after ser ving t h r ~ years
e
in the U. S. Navy. HP
started with U. S. Steel on February
1 as a student engineer. Within a
vear-and-a-half he was made Process
Engineer in the Power and Fuel Department. and ten months after that,
Power Engineer.
After three years as Power Engineer. he was promoted on March 1 .
1954 to his present job a s Assistant
Superintrr~dent,with a wide range of
responsibilities, including all power
HE RAPID RISE of
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and fuel utilities throughout the
large National Works plant. This
position includes supervision of mill
and furnace air supplies for the steelmaking process, steam and mixed
gases for power, and open hearth oil
and tar. In carrying out this work. he
supervises a f owe of 250 men,
Mr. Crooks decided to work at
U. S. Steel because he felt that U. S.
Steel had one of the finest training
programs available in industry 1 oda,v. During In's training, he arrived
at t h e personal conclusion that. being
an engineer, his best opportunities
were in the operating branch of the
steel industry,

Quoting Mr. Crooks: "Through
the training received a t the mill. the
engineer has the opportunity to work
in and become acquainted with every
phase of steelmaking and with every
department of the plant."
If you are interested in a challenging and rewarding career with United
States Steel, and feel you can quaiify. get in touch with your placement
director for additional information.
We shall lie glad to send to ~ r o n01.
informative booklet. Paths of Opportunity. ox\ request. Write to United
States Steel. Personnel Division.
Room 1662.525 William Perm Place,
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
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Thousands of engineering g r a d u a t e s a r e
building- splendid careers a t GM right this
moment. Among the advantages they find
with us a r e these :

* Vast t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m s e Practically
unlimited research facilities (including" those
of t h e fabulous new G M Tech Center) e

you can help General
Motors maintain its leadership in a
variety of technical fields - if you ;,re
confident you can help Grasral ?';ot(ir~
continue t 3 produce more and. better
1h inns for more pmiplu-here's what v ~ s
urge that you do:

I

F YOU BELIEVE

Either ask y o u r Plavemeiil Office t o put

Enormous product diversification e Intensive
decentralization e Choice of job location
Creative encouragement e Sense of personal
participation and achievement
Recognition of professional progress * Advancing
responsibilities a Unusual prestige and
job security

you in touchwith us,or write zis directly.
W h y not do it today-while it's on your
mind?

Ã

§

e

e

IMPORTANT: 4-page leaflet, "A Sum-

muqt of Job Opportunities in Genera!
Motors," gives you the whole exciting
story in capsule form. Write for it today !

At first glance, Field Engineering may not seem to possess
the potential and stature often associated, with other engineering activities.
At Hughes, however, nothing could be further from the
truth.
Men who undertake the responsible task of evaluating
Hughes-produced military equipment in the field are in
the enviable position of becomiiig thoroughly familiar
with the complete design and operation of the advanced
electronics systems involved.
Essentially, Field Engineering embraces all phases ofsupport
required to assure maximum field performance of Hushes
armament control systems and guided missiles. E.E. and
Physics graduates selected, for this highly important arid
respected phase of our engineering activities work with the
armed forces and airframe manufacturers at operational
bases and plants in continental United States and overseas.
The knowledge, background.
experience so gained assure unusual opportunities fo
ore specialized devclopmerit in other dhisions of the
â‚¬ar and Development
Laboratories at Hughes. In fact, few openings in engineer-

ing today offer the rewards and opportunities which are
available to the Technical Liaison Engineers, Field Engineers. Technical Training School Engineers, Technical
Manuals Engineers, and Field Modifications Engineers
who comprise tlie Field Service and Support Division.
Engineers and physicists selected for this highly respected
phase o f our activities at Hughes enjoy a number of distinct advantages. These include generous moving and
travel allowances between present location and Culver
City, California. For three months before field assignmerits you will be training at full salary. During the
entire time away on assignments from Culver City,
you'll receive a generous per diem allowance, in addition to your moving and travel expenses. Also, there
are company-paid group and health insurance, retirement
plan, sick leave and. pai vacations . . . and reimbursement for after-hours courses at UCLA, USC, and other
local universities.

E.E. or Physics graduates who feel they are qualified to
join tlie Field Engineering staff'at Hughes are invited to
write for :dditicmal infm-matioil about this cxcititig md
rewarding opportunity to establis a challenging career in
electronics. Write to:

Sdentijc Staff Riluiion!

6

Uughes Air( raft Company. Culrer City, California
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Letters
The San Andreas Fault
Its sip1 ificance in Califorrziuis !)nfit urld

fntut t

~ .

by Clarence K. Allen

(h T H E

c o i E I ~is a n aerial photograph of one of the many bra~icheb
of (ktlifomias faiiions Sail A ndreas
fault. This \cry noticeable earthquake line. located just .north of
India; Via5 caused I Jearthquakes
~
in
prehistoric timefe. On page 17. Clarence Allen, absistant professor of
geolo"; dt Caltech, tellb hat we can
expect from the San Aiidreas fault in
the future.
Allen's interest in earth surf aces
began when he was an aerial navigator of a B-29 in World War 11.
After the war he entered Reed College in Portland, Oregon, but found
that he couldn't take a geology
courfee there, so he ended up with a
BA in physics instead, in 1949. This
led naturally to the study of geophysics tihen he came to Caltech to
get his MS in 1951, and his PhD in

Robert F . Backer, professor of physics, and
chairmaiz of the division o f p/1ysit-s, mathematics
and astronomy

Brain Mechanisms in Behavior
Some experimental observations on the workings
of that baftflir~gmechanism -the brain.
by R. II . Sperry

The Month at Caltech
The Next Hundred Years

. . . II

4 s population increases, the need to obtain more
food becomes more pressing. A noted plant physiologist considers some of the ways ive might increase our food upp ply.
by Harrison Brown, Jai~zvsBanner and John Weir

Alumni News

Personals

1954.
After a year of teaching at the
University of Mi~inemta,he returned
to Caltech in 1955 as assistant professor of geology.
in geophysics. physics, arid geology
-plus a good workiiig knowledge of
seisniology-comes
in handy for his
current research 011 the Sail Andreas
fault.
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is the reason wise buyers specify it.

The value and service life of a produc

Founded 185

reater than the integrity and craftsmanship of its ma

esti
some of the

o
nswers in

six

or

' D o you hire men who have definite military commitments?"
asks Oran A. Ritter, Jr., of Louisiana State University.

' W o u l d a graduate degree help my chances for advancement
at Du Pont?" asks John C. Nettleton, of Villanova Universit

3es7 because DuPont has al-~vajsbeen interested in men on a

long-term basis. Du Font lias employed many graduates; with
military commitments even ti~ough they were d u e to report
for duty a few weeks after joining the Company.

Many factors are involved. and an advanced degree would undn~jbtedlyhave a favorable effect in dl1 tt-rliiiindl work, h u t
i t would probably be of more direct henelit iu rei-eiirch or Jevelopment at DuPont than in production, marketing or sales.

"Where would I work for DuPont?" asks Gaylord E. Moss,
of Tufts College.

"How are chances for advancement i n a large company like
Du Pont?" asks Herschel H. Loomis, Jr., Cornell University.

Du Font has more than 140 plants and research and development laboratories scattered through 26 states. If you have a
definite preference, and DuPont has an opening there for
which you're qualified, your chances of getting it are good.

Good! DuPont is large. but it's made up of 11 independent
departments - like smaller companies - under one management. And it's a basic policy to promote from within and on
merit as Company growth creates openings.

W e can give only brief answers to these questions in
this space. But we'll be glad to answer them more
fully, and to try to answer other questions you may
have that bear more directly on your own future. Why
not write us today? Address: The DuPont Company,
2507C Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
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I have learned that he n u m b e r
f Techmen applying for Fulhright
cholarshi j)s declined drastical i y this
ear over preiious years. I was forunate emnigh to have spent last
ear studying in Germany on such a
cholarship. and I sincerely be1ieve
hat. in failing to apply for these
rhoIarships. Techmen are passing
ip a truly valuable opportunity.
I feel that the year of foreign
,tudy offered by the Fulbright pro^ram is partirularly valuable to a
F'ech student who has just received
l i p BS for it gives him a year to
'recuperate'' from the rather strenJOUS four years of urdeqraduate
work behind him. and a chance to
x ~ n s i d e rfully what sort of graduate
~ o r khe wishes to undertake.
Of no less importance i~the fact
hat qpending a year studying; in a
Foreign country is almost certain to
2;ke a reasonably intelligent and
w-minded
individual a m 11 c h
jroader hackground. both intellectua l l y and culturally. I Feel that living
among another people, and having
the opportunity to compare their
basic views and way of life with
our o w n . gave me a better understanding not only of that nation but
also of my own.
Since the university system of most
European countries is very informal
by Tech standards-requi red courses,
problem sets, or tests being very i n frequent-you
have a great
free time to use as you se
personally chose to devote a lot of
this time to the cultural activities
which I had been postponing for the
last four years.
In closing I would like to point
out one potential disadvantage in
a year of foreign stu
that, because of the great differences
between the European and American
university systems. there is very lit t k

Graduates in engineerin
applied math., allied sciences:

Careers. like cars, come i n various models. And nowadays such things as security, adequate compensation,
vacations-with-pay are not "extras" any more-they're
just "standard equipment"!
you want white wall
should do no less
i n choosing where
fringe benefits are
second-to-none ;
S I L E DEVELOPMENT
b u t you can get
ore than that. Such extras as creative work,
d technology, latest facilities t o implement
your work-these all add u p t o rewards an ordinary
job cannot give. You'll
k with men of high professional standing. Your
onal contribution will earn
quick recognition.

ATOMICS I N T E R ~ A T ~ O N A L

The techniques
of Electro-mechanSeal E n g i n e e r i n g
reach their ultimate efficiency i n
their application t o
m i s s i l e guidance
systems, f i r e and
f l i g h t control systems, c o m p u t e r s
and recorders. You
will explore, study,

test, develop and produce apparatus that can extend
or supersede the human nervous system.

ROCKETDYNE DIVISION- Builders of Power for Outer
Space.
If you like challenging work, the large liquid-propellant rocket engine is your field. This Division operates
the biggest rocket engine workshop in the Free World:

It will be worth your while personally, as well as
financially, t o find out about the extras that go with
a position i n any of these four pioneering fields.
The SM-64 Navaho Intercontinental Missile i s only one
o f the projects here. You can well imagine the exacting
standards o f t h e
work, the quality of
t h e facilities, t h e
caliber of the men.
Here you will deal
w i t h speeds well
u p into multiple
Mach numbers,
encountering phenomena that were
only being guessed
at a few years ago.

as
ever Built Before.

MAY, 1

ATOMICS INTERNATI

L-Pioneers in the Creative
Use of the Atom.
At this Division you will see a new industrial era taking shape, and play your part in putting the peaceful
Â¥to t o work for mankind. Nuclear Reactors of various
kinds, for both power and research applications, are
designed and delivered t o order by Atomics International. With many "firsts" t o their credit, these dedicated men continue t o spearhead the progress in this
exacting field.
For more information write: College Relations Representative Mr. J. J. Kimbark, Dept. 991-20 Col., North
American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif.

7

The
Present
And

In

The USS Nautilus prototype was the first successful application
of nuclear power. In 1957 the nation's first
full-scale commercial generating plant at Shippingport will
have its turbines powered by a Westinghouse reactor.
The success of the nuclear power reactor is now an historical
milestone.. . but the application of nuclear power is
still in the pioneering stages. Much applied research remains
to be done before the vast potentialities of nuclear
energy can be utilized to the fullest extent.
At Bettis Plant, operated by Westinghouse for the United States
Atomic Energy Commission, nuclea'r power reactors are
being designed and developed. Here scientists and engineers
are continuing to investigate new areas'for progress
in alt phases of reactor theory, design, and application. Here
opportunities for original work in a variety of fields
present a creative environment for your professional growth.
Bettis Plant offers a challenge to physicists, mathematicians,
metallurgists, and mechanical, chemical, or electrical
engineers interested in a career with the leader in the nuclear
power industry. If you are an outstanding scientist or
engineer interested in advanced degree study, send immediately
for a descriptive brochure which outlines the details
of our unique doctoral fellowship program.
Be sure to specify your specific field.
Please address resumes to: Mr. M. J. Downey,

Westinghouse
Dept. AM-24, P.O. Box 1468, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

MAY, 1957
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~ a r i cof~ obtaining formal c r e d i ~
)r qiic-h a year of study. I n rriany
nintries there is no clear distinction
etween graduate am1 undergraduate
ourses. so it may prove impossible
3 obtairi credit toward an advanced
egree for the work taken during
)is year. Thus. unless Y O U are willig to delay your graduate program
or a year you would be ill-advised
) apply for a Fulhright. B u t if yo11
re willing to postpone your formal
raduate studies, I can certain1y
hirik of no better way to "waste a
ear" aradeniiraIIy.
Since the applications must be sublittecl in November, I would like to
rge all members of the class of '58
~ e r i o u syl c'orisider applying for
ne of these scholarships, and to clei d e on ' ~ h i c hcountry they would
ike to apply for. I would certainly
e happy to talk to anyone interested
t i applying for Germany.

John Dorrzirzgo '55

calling all patent lawyers

New York City, N . 1 .
Gr:

That important first job can start you off in
n-or it can lead you straight toward
goal. If your ambitions are high, Motorola has a place tha
give you the finest chance possible for the advancement you,
want. You'll get security and good salary, but, more important,
you'll be working on projects with a future, like missile guidance, radar, and microwave. The door is wide open at Motorola,
and the opportunity to fulfill your ambitions is yours.
If you are an ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, MECHANICAL ENGINEER or PHYSICIST.
contact Motorola today,
CHICAGO, ILL: MR. L B. WRENN, Dept. CO., 4501 Augusta Blvd.
Challenging positions in Two-way Communications, Microwave, Radar and
Military equipment, Television (Color) and Radio Engineering.
PHOENIX, ARlZ.:
RESEARCH LAB., MR. R. COULTER, Dept. CO., 3102 N. 56th St.
SEMI -CONDUCTOR DIV., V. SORENSON, Dept. CO.,5005 E. McDowell Rd.
Outstanding opportunities in the development and production of Military
equipment and Transistor products.
IVERSIDE, C M . : MR. C. KOZIOL, Dept. CO., Box 2072
h laboratory located 65 miles from Loa Angeles,
Military equipment systems analysis and design.
Contact your Placement Officer far further information regardin
date an your campus or write to one of the above addresses.

I have often wondered how many
:altech alumni are patent lawyers.
only know of about four, but there
nust he others. arid I thought we
night attempt a get-together during
o m e future meeting of patent lawrers---as, for example. during the
latent meetings of the Practicing
~ a wInstitute.
I1udfe-y B. Smith '45
~Cluett,Peabody & Co., Inc.
5.W Fifth '!venue
Neiv 1 o r k 36, N.1".
H i e Alumni Asson'atioti lias these
idrlitional names o n file as patent
awvers. Anyone else who wants to
~e included in this liqt can get in
ourh w i t h the 4Iiirnrii Office.
Villiam J . Elliott -45
<I l i d t & Pastoriza
'mnta Monica. Calif.

*

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

f original thinking

The Garrett Corporation has built an
outstanding reputation for pioneeri n g because of e n g i n e e r s v ~ h o s e
minds are not shackled to the past
or even the present. We concentrate on the future.
If you're the sort of engineer to
whom an obstacle is only a challenge, you'll be interested in working
w i t h us. You'll h a v e t h e f i n e s t
research and laboratory facilities at

. ..

THE

your disposal.. .have your choice
of location among the Los Angeles,
Phoenix and New York areas. Also,
financial assistance and encouragement will help you continue your
education in the graduate schools of
fine neighboring universities.
All modern U.S. and many foreign
aircraft a r e Garrett equipped. We
have pioneered such fields as refrigeration systems, pneumatic valves

...

and controls, temperature controls,
cabin a i r compressors, t u r b i n e
motors, gas turbine engines, cabin
pressure controls, heat transfer,
electro-mechanical equipment, electronic computers a n d controls.
We a r e seeking engineers in all
categories to help us advance o u r
knowledge in these and other fields.
Send resume of education and experience today to: Mr. G, D. Bradley

GORmORATaON
9Q51 S . S E P U L V E D A B L V D . . L O S A N G E L E S 4 5 . C A L I F O R N I A

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURJNG. LOS ANGELES
AIRESEARCH I N D U S T R I A L
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AERO E N G I N E E R I N G

AlRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX
AIR C R U I S E R S

*

AIRESEARCH

A1RSUPPL.Y
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recently as ten years ago it was just becoming
evident that digital techniques in electronics were
destined to create a new and rapidly growing field.
Today, incorporated in electronic computers and
other equipment, they constitute one of the most sigtiificaat developments in scientific computation, in
electronic data processing for business and industry,
and in electronic control systems for the military. In
the near future they are expected to become a major
new factor in industrial process control systems.

The digital computer for scientific computation is
becoming commonplace in research and development
laboratories. Such machines range from small specialized units costing a few thousand dollars, to large
general purpose computers costing over a million
dollars. One of these large computers is a part of the
Ramo-Wooldridge Computing Center, and a second
such unit will be installed the latter part of this year.
The digital computer has not only lightened the computation load for scientists and engineers, but has
made possible many calculations which previously
Were impracticable. Such computers have played a
major role in the modern systems engineering
approach to complex problems.
Electronic data processing for business and Industry
now well under way, based on earlier
electronic computers. Data process

in common with computers, including the utilization
of digital techniques. In this field, teams of RamoWooldridge specialists are providing consulting services to a variety of clients on the application of data
processing equipment to their problems.
The use of digital techniques in military contro
systems is an accomplished fact. Modern interceptor
aircraft, for example, use digital fire control systems.
A number of Ramo-Wooldridge scientists and engineers have pioneered in this field, and the photograph
above shows a part of an R-W-developed airborne
digital computer.

These, then, are some o f the aspects of the rapid
growth which is taking place in the field o f digital
techniques. Scientists and engineers with experience
in this field are invited to explore openings at The
Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation in:
Automation and Data Processing
Digital Computers and Control Systems
Airborne Electronic and Control Systems
Guided Missile Research and Development
Electronic Instrumentation and Test Equipmen
Communication Systems

5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET

FARAWAY PLACES

I

i

also employ nuclear
hematicians, chemist
e, marketing analysts,
marketers
people prepared to handle more
than 100 different positions.
bil companies offer you
a career through training that will utilize your talents to the fullest . .
constantly challenge your ingenuity . . . reward
you with a lifetime of richly satisfying work.

. ..

of your doctor, so do the men who know marine
machinery trust the Rick Bruhns to diagnose
their ships' needs and prescribe the right fuels
and lubricants.
Mobil know-how created the first and most
comprehensive service of this kind. It helps assure that goods you send or receive move without
delay-that as a passenger you arrive and depart
on schedule-that every voyage is a Bon Voyage.
Marine engineering is only one of many

.

*

*

*

For more information about your opportunity
with the world's most experienced oil company,
see your College Placement Officer.

OIL CO.. IN ., New York 17, N. Y.
Leader in lubrication for 9 1 years

SOCONY MOBIL

AFFILIATES:

General Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles 54, Cat. * Magnolia Petroleum Company, Dallas 21, Tex.
Mobil Oil of Canada Lid., Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Mobil Overseas Oil Company, New York 17, N. Y. * Mobil Producing Company, Billings, Mont.
Socony Mobil Oil Company de Venezuela and other foreign producing companies

he wonders of the future 2re still little whispers
in men's minds, or maybe - Iike Detroit Designer
Norman James?magnetically suspended inter-city train
a drawing on a piece of paper. Traveling in a vacuum
in an air-tight tube, it floats in space, held by a system
of magnets built into cars and tunnel. Propelled electrically by "rolled-OLI~"motor> train acts as rotor,
tunnel roof as stator. Converter aboard train changes
light projected through windows into electrical energy.
No one knows which ideas will flower into reality.
But it will be important in the future, as it is now, to
use the best of tools when pencil and
translate
a dream into a project. And then?as now, there will be
no finer too1 than Mars-sketch to working drawing.
Mars has long been the standard of professionals.
To the famous Iine of Mars-Technic0 push-button
holders and leads, Mars-Lumograph pencils, and
Tradition-Aquare11painting pencils, have recently been
added these new products: the Mars Pocket-Technic0
for field use; the efficient Mars lead sharpener and
"Draftsman's'? Pencil Sharpener with the adjustabIe
point-length feature; and last but not least -the
Mars-Lun~ochrorn~the new colored drafting pencil
which offers revolutionary drafting advantages. T h e
fact that it blueprints perfectly is just one of its many
important features.

-

-

The 2886 Mars-lumograph drowigg prncil, 19
degrees, EXEXB to 9H The In01 Mars-Technic0
push-button lead holder. 1904 Murs~lumogroph
Imported leads, I8 degree%, EX6 to 9H. MarsLumoctirom colored d r ~ f f i n gpencil, 24 color%

e

HACKENSACK, NEW

JERSEY

Richard q7.Seed
Barries & Seed

Seattl~.Wash.

and transparent. Other impressive properties are Kg11 ixnpact
resistance over a \vide temperaood chexnical reof colorability
with a penetrating dye or by
pig~llentationof pellets.
Several grades of PLASXON
nylon - polycaprolacta111-type generally known as "nylon 6"
-are availal~lefor extrusion :
PLASKON
8201 for general purpose extrusion; a heat-stabilized
form for high te~nperatureand
wire covering applications ;
cia1 high viscosity and flexigrades.

We were going to say, "Don't
forget to give your fish their
fertilizer this year-"
W h a t we mean is this: don't
forget to give your algae their
fertilizer this year* Well-ferti-

startling to rralize that a new
raw material lias come from
one of the better establisl~ed
plastics, nylon,
For nylon-first
a synthetic
fiber and more recently a new
molding con~po~~nd-is
now extradable as well. Tlie extrusion
industry can, for the first time,
utilize PLASKONnylon with
standard equipment and standard tecliniques.
The import of this development is underlined by the
prociucts made possi1)le. Tougll,
transparent milk bottles and
packaging films. S t r o ~ ~ sterig,
Iizable b a b y bottles a n d
aerosol bombs. Flexible, highb~n-st-strengtliI~~bricatin
terns and ~ p e ~ d o n ~ e cables.
ter
Abrasion-resistant wire covering and auton~c)tivescuE pads.
A 5 mil e x t r ~ ~ d eslieet,
d
for
example> is remarkably tougl~

for pla~ikton,whic1-i make better
focx.1 for insects? upon w-liich
feed s ~ ~ i afish,
l l w11icl1 in turn
end up on the menus of large
fish.
You can improve fishing
within a single year by applyi n g plant food to po12ds. Fish
in fertilized ponds can become
five times larger, both fatter
and longer.
Applying the fertilizer is a]PLASKONand ARCADIAN are Allied Chemical
trademarks,

asy as pulling the fis
out on the end of a line. You
can eitlier spread it fro111 the
side of a boat or> on larger
ponds9 use the newest techniques of aerial application.
Free-flowing ARCADIANfertilizers can be quickly and easily
spread 011 a pond by c o ~ ~ v e n tional dusting planes.
The best fertilizers for fisli
ponds have a high nitrogen
analysis. Their ni trogen-pl~ospl-iorus-potas11 (N-P-K) ratio
should be at least 2-2-1 or 1-1-la
12-12-12*
Like AXCADIAN
A key problem in coating paper
on today's fast niacliine coaters
is viscosity control. The aim:
to increase total solids content
(for better coatillg) witl~out
increasing viscosity.
Experi~nentaldata prepared
by the Nitrogen Division research group indicate that s11laIl
amounts of urea give large viscosity reductions and drastically lower the rate of viscosity increase on standing. Urea a150
lowers tliixotropic index and
permits use of adhesive dispersions with higher solids content.
A paper titled "Viscosity
Control of Paper Coating Adhesives" contains 15 substantiating graphs. We'd be pleased
to send a copy*

These examples of product development work are illustrative
of some o j Allied Chemica12s
research activities and opportanities* Allied divisio~s offer
rewarding careers in many difrent areas of chemical research
d development*
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W i t h our national security a t stake, engineers have
responsibilities greater than in any preceding age. They
Face two vital questions: W h a t military posture will
ensure greatest security? What meam what weapon
systems wi11 povide the desired military Posture?
These questions cannot be answered in purely technical
terms; in addition to those factors with which enginekrs
are ~t home*socia[, po!iticaI, strategic, tactical, and oper-

ational factors must be considered. Today their influence
on national
decisions must be understood if we
are to build and deploy a military capabiIity that can
deter war. In choosing weapon systems it is no Ionger
enough to maximize speed, power, altitude, and payload.
As more and more powerful weapons become attainable
it is imperative that their use be increasingly determined
by the rea1 needs of o ~ civi!ization."
r
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by CLARENCE

VERY EARTHQUAKE on the San Andreas fault.
rjo matter how s n ~ a l l seems
,
to renew public interest
in this intriguing geologic feature. The recent San
Francisco earthquake of March 2211d was no exception3
although the press reports might well have left readers
it1 doubt as to the true significance of this earthquake
~ ~ 3tated
ill the over-all hi3tory o[ the fault. Jb it L I W as
i l l one p~i11Iicatio11,
that this earthquake represents the
Sa11 Andreas's '.j)eriodic sllrtig"? What is the Sari AHdreas fault, and w h a ~ do geologists a ~ i dsei~mologists
expect in the way of future activity?
'I'lle San Andreas fault is literally a gigantic fracture
in the earth's crust-the
principal member of a great
fracture system that cuts obliquely across the state of
California from Point Arena to the Imperial Valley.
Although other features of this type are k110~riat scattered localities throughout the ~ o r l d ,perhaps none is
so long. so ell exposed' and 30 thorougl~lystudied as
the San Andreas. That the San Andreas is truly a fracture is indicated not oiily by geologic evidence of rock
l~odiesthat have beer1 offset by it. but also by systematic
ground fractures that de\elop along the fault during
our l a r g s t earthquakes.
Seismologists beliewe that tlie fracturing that ca~ises
moat California earthquakes conlme1ices at a depth of
al~out10 ~rlilez. but only during the large eartliquakes
doe3 this fracturing actually reach and displace the surface of the ground. At such times the fracturing %)robabl) exter~dba comparable distance below the point of

~ r i g i n - ~ j e r h a ~to) ~the base of the earth's crust at 20 to
30 niiles. This is about as much as can he said in response to the often-asked question: "How deep is the
Sail Andreas fault ?"
It is? of course, the largest earthquakes that are of
primary concern to the geologist, not only because they
are the most disastrous, but also because the associated
(Iis~~lacen~ents
of tlie gro~indsurface tend to form m~1c11
of ~11elandscape around us. Most inountains in southern
California owe their existence to repeated vertical displace~nentsalong bounding faults.
A significant difference between the San Andreas and
many other active faults is that the displacements along
it have been ])redominantly horizontal rather than vertical. During every large l~istoricalearthquake on the San
Andrea3 fault that has been studied in detail, ground
offset3 indicate that the west or coastal part of California
has moved northward relative to points across the fault
to the east. Displacements of 15 to 16 feet were common
along the part of the fault ~ o r t hof San Francisco during the 1906 earthquake. In the 1940 Imperial Valley
earthquake the banks of the All-American Canal were
horizontally offset nearly 15 feet, and the nearby International Border was presumably displaced a like
a n ~ o ~ i nThe
t . sparse historical records of the 1857 "Fort
Tejon earthquake" suggest similar displacements at that
time along the segment of the San Andreas fault north
of Lob A~igeles.
The geological evidence suggests that this same type

of niovemer~t has characterized the fault throughout its
history, which probably goes back at least 100 mil1iori
years. Irideed, Hill and Dibblee recently have suggested
that the total disp1acemerit along the fault caused by repeated movernerlts during this time may be as rr~uchas
350 miles! While difficult to irnagine, such a total dis-

San Andreas and associated faz~ltzones in Calijornia and
northern -Mexico. Zigzag lines show where surface of
ground was broken dzbrirzg ftistoric earthquakes*

1)lacernent would not k~eO L I ~of line with extrapoIatioris
based ark the rate of displacernerit ir~ferred from rr~oclerr1 geodetic o l ~ s e r v a t i o ~a~r sd the historic record.
Although isolated segments of the San Aridreas fault
had been recognized by geologists prior to the turn of
the century, its cor~tir~uity
and geologic itnportar~cewere
not fully appreciated until after the San Francisro earthquake of i906* As sEmw11 mi the map at the k f t , the
slippage that caused h i s ~ a r t l ~ q u a kheo k e the ground
d o n g the fault from Point Arena almost to Hdiistera distar~ce of l90 miles* Investigatioris foIiowing the
earthquake showed that the same physiographic and
geologic features that characterized the fault iri 11iis segment also contill ued several h urkdred miles so~~theast.
at
least as far as S a r ~Berriardir~o,thus suggesti~igfor the
first time the contiriuity of the fault across most of the
state.
What are some of these characteristic features ? Most
obvious is the ter~derlcyof the fault to occupy a broad
trench arid to be marked by exceptiorially linear stream
valleys. This pattern is caused not o i l y by actual g r o ~ ~ r i d
dispIacernents, but p e r h a ~ ~even
s
more by preferential
strearr~ erosion in the soft crushed rocks of the fault
zone, wliich attains widths of several ~ r ~ i l eins pIa(bes.
Such "rift topography," as it is cal!ed by geologists,
is far more apparent frorn the air than on the ground.
Thousands of people unknowing~y cross the fault on
highways every day, but few people escape noticing the
anomalous topography when flying across the fault at
high a l t i t ~ ~ d eIt. is ever1 rxlore spectacu1ar in o1)Iique
photographs taken from rockets over Wbite Sands, New
Mexico.
ENGINEERING AND SCIE

Vertical iiicu- of Cwrizo Plain shows consistent horizontal offset of stream courses where they cross San Andreas fault.

The problem of what happens at the ends of the San
Andreas fault is a jackpot question that geologists wish
they could answer-and
the question is especially perplexing if horizontal displacements have amounted to
hundreds of miles. About 100 miles north of Point
Arena, the seaward prolongation of the fault intersects
the great Gorda submarine escarpment, and some investigators have suggested that the fault veers sharply westward to follow this escarpment and its extension, the
Mendocino escarpment. A broad zone of earthquake epicenters continues northwestward, however, and it seems
more likely that the fault zone continues in this trend
to a point off the Oregon coast where the epicenters
finally die out.
On the southern end of the San Andreas fault, complications arise even before the fault trace disappears
into the Gulf of California. Epicentral locations of
earthquakes leave no doubt that the zone as a whole
exte11d.s into the Gulf, but the fault frays out into a
number of great branches southeast of San Bernardino,
and it is not clear mhich, if any, of the branches truly
deserves the parent name.
In southern California, the northwestsard-trending
San Andreas fault comes into conflict with a great system of east-west structures exemplified by the mountain
bara to San Bernardino-the
songes." It is on the north side of
this zone that the San Andreas fault makes its abrupt
eastward bend, and even mor evere complications take
place within the Transverse
pears thai faults associated w i
and Sau Andreas systems have alternately offset one

another, so that the modern breaks do not necessarily
represent the trend or position of former breaks.
A good example of this literal "butchery" is given by
the fault pattern in San Gorgonio Pass, 70 miles east of
Los Angeles. As is shown on the map below, the San
Andreas is not a continuous surface break through this
area; many of the branches evidently represent former
throughgoing lines of faulting that subsequently have
been deformed and disrupted.
At the present time, the San Jacinto fault appears to
be the most active member of the San Andreas system
in southern California, and the southeastward prolongation of its trend is marked by features of recent displacement across the delta of the Colorado River and

T h e fault pattern in the San Andreas fault zone near San
Gorgonio Pass, 70 miles east of Los Angeles,

Displacement of this Imperial Valley orange grove occz~rred in the 1940 earthquakes. At the International
Border, about I mile south, the horizontal slip was
almost 15 feet.

into the Gulf of California. The fault pattern of this
area, as well as that of the Gulf floor itself, suggests
that the San Andreas fault dies out southeastward as a
great series of parallel en echelon fractures.
What caused the 1906 earthquake? Following study
of the 1906 displacements, H. F. Reid postulated that
the fracturing had been the result of a slow build-up of
regional shear-strain in the years prior to the earthquake. The coastal part of California west of the fault
was envisaged as drifting uniformly northward with respect to the continental part of the state farther east,
and the resulting distortion within the fault zone presumably had become so great in 1906 that the rocks
broke and caused the earthquake. Thus the observed
displacements at the time of the earthquake were thought
to be the result of elastic rebound of rocks within the
fault zone, caused by slowly accumulating regional
strain.
An obvious test of Reid's elastic rebound theory was
to measure, at intervals of several years, the precise relative positions of survey stations located at some distance
from the fault, and on both sides of it. Any continuous
drift of the two blocks should show up as progressive
displacements within the triangulation network.
A vigorous surveying program therefore was initiated
by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey following the
1906 earthquake, utilizing networks first surveyed as
early as 1851. Despite some early difficulty in adjustmerit of the survey data-a
real mathematical problem
in itself-it has now been firmly established that a drift
such as Reid postulated is indeed taking place. Across
the northern part of the fault zone, for which the most
complete data exist, the coastal part of California is
drifting uniformly northward at about two inches per
year relative to parts of the state farther east; the resulting strain must be accumulating in the fault zone.
Although the basic principles of the elastic rebound
theory have thus been pretty well demonstrated, the
fundamental question of what causes the drift remains
virtually as unanswered as it was in 1906. Certainly
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some sort of deep-seated rock flouape is necessary. hut
there is still spirited debate among geologists and geophysicists as to whether this is caused by crustal contraction, convection currents in the deeper layers. forces
resulting from the earth's rotation, or still other causes.
A diagrammatic substantiation of the elastic rebound
theory is given by U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
measurements in the Imperial Vallev. which is one of
the most seismically active areas a l o n g t h e fault zone.
The maps at the right show. hy means of vectors.
the relative displacements of triangulation stations i n
this area duririg two periods: the relatively short interval
from 1939 to 1941. and the longer subsequent interval
from 1941 to 1954. Note that the 1939-1941 period i n cludes the 19410 earthquake. and the vectors shown on
the map are largely the result of ground displacements
at that time. These geodetic measurements support the
field observations in showing maximum displacement
near the International Border. As predicted by the theory. displacements decrease rapidly away from the fault
trace, corresponding roughly to the limits of the zone
that was most strained prior to the 1940 earthquake.
the 1941-54 map shows the continued slow build-up
of strain since that time, and it is interesting to note
that the great width of the distorted area (at least as
wide as the map) supports the geological evidence of a
wide fault zone with many branching and parallel fractures. The relative rate of drift of the two sides of the
Imperial Valley may be even slightly greater than the
two inches per year measured over a longer period in
the northern part of the state.
The recent San Francisco earthquake of March 22,
1957, has caused unwarranted assertions in the press
that the accumulating strain along the San Andreas
fault has thereby been relieved, as it assuredly must
have been in 1906. But the contrast in size between this
recent shock and the 1906 earthquake is far greater than
might be supposed from the difference between the
respective Magnitudes of 5.3 and 8%. Owing to the
logarithmic nature of the Magnitude scale, at least
50,000 earthquakes of Magnitude 5.3 would be required
to equal the energy output of the 1906 shock. Thus it
seems that the March 22nd earthquake-taken by itself-

A sch,ematic representation of the elastic rebound theory.
Unstrained rocks ( A ) are distorted b y relative drift
between the two blocks ( B ) . causing strains within the
fau,lt zone that finally become .so great that the rocks
break along the fault and rebound to a new unstrained
o n figuration
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Displacements of triangulation stations (note vector
scale) i n the Imperial Valley from 1939 t o 1941. (19<??
data includes surveys started i n 1935). Displacements
are caused primarily by elastic rebound during the 1940
earthquake.

Displacement of triangulution stations in the Imperial
Valley from 1941 to 1954-assuming the stations o n the
east side of the valley to hare remained stationary. Data
for these displacement maps are from the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey.

can have no very significant effect in relieving the regional strain and delaying another much greater earthquake sometime in the future.
It is dangerously tempting to use the measured drift
rate together with the 1906 field observations to extrapolate fault activity into the future. One might argue
that, at the rate of two inches per year, it would have
taken about 100 years to accumulate sufficient strain
to cause the elastic rebound of 16 feet that was commonly observed along the fault in 1906; and inasmuch
as the strains are still accumulating, the hasty conclusion might be reached that San Francisco would experience another great earthquake in 2006. This hypothetical
100-year period would be even more disconcerting to
those of us living in the southern part of the state.
where the last great earthquake on the main San Andreas fault occurred in 1857! Some of the factors that
make such predictions unwarranted at the present time
are :
1. There is no assurance that ground displacements
during the next great earthquake will be the same as
those measured in 1906, although the historical evidence
does suggest that most of the San Andreas fault is
characterized by infrequent major shocks rather than by
many small ones.
2. Some part of the accumulating strain presumably
is non-elastic; that is, the drift must be causing some
permanent deformation of the rocks that will not be
recovered as elastic rebound.
3. Strain must be relieved to some extent by faults
siibsidiary to the San Andreas. For instance. the 1952
Kern County earthquake--though not on the San And r e a ~fault-must
hake relieved some of the regional
strain.
1. The rate of strain has not been firmly established
for the part of California near Los Angeles. although
there is every geologic reason to expect the distortions

here to be of the same order of magnitude as those rneasured farther north and south. Even in these better-studied
areas, more needs to be known about the regional extent
of distortion before firm quantitative conclusions can
be drawn.
But in spite of our inability to make a firm prediction
of the next major movement on the San Andreas fault,
the general expectations based on knowledge of the
accumulating strains and earthquake history seem valid.
Most geologists would not be surprised at a great earthquake along the fault's central or southern portion
within the next 25 years. Certainly the segment of the
fault between Hollister and San Bernardino now appears
far more dangerous than the segment of the fault near
San Francisco which broke in 1906.

MAY, 1957

set by the Sun Andreas fault during the 1906
earthquake. 7 h e far (wcfit) side has moved relatively
north about 20 feet. Photo taken near Point Reyes Station, 30 miles north of San Francisco.
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OFESSOR OF PHYSICS: chairman of the
ivision of physics, mathematics and astronomy ;
and director of the Norman Bridge Laboratory of
Physics. Robert F. Bacher not only has one of the most
important jobs on the Caltech faculty-he's
got the
longest string of titles on campus as well.
He has held these titles since 1949, when he came to
Caltech from the United States Atomic Energy Cornmiss'ion. It wasn't his introduction to Caltech though:
he'd spent a year here as a National Research Council
fellow in 1930-31.
A graduate of the University of Michigan (1926)?
Bacher became interested in atomic spectra while working for h i s Ph.D. at Michigan. After he got his doctorate
in 1930, he spent a year at Caltech, where he began
collecting material on atomic spectra, then continued
this work during; the next year a t MIT.
2-33 Bacher had a fellowship at the University
gan, but by the fall of 1933 there were no
ellowships-and no jobs-to
be had anywhere.
stayed on at Michigan. where he was at least given
the use of the laboratories. Though he had no job. he
had no obligations either, and the year turned out to be
a profitable one scientifically.
In 1934 he went to Columbia University, where he
taught a course in elementary physics. and one in atomic
spectra-besides
continuing his own studies of atomic
pnergy relations.
When he went to

scopi c equipment
in all, it seemed an ideal place to wor
ysics---and that was just wh
interests in atomic spectra h
perfine structure (which is

magnetic moment I and this work. i n turn, led to a n
interest in nuclear physics.
At Cornell he began some neutron experiment's using
radon-beryllium sources. I n 1938, when he was put in
charge of the University's cyclotron, he continued the
neutron experiments on this machine. This roved to
be a particularly fruitful field of research-and
one
which ultimately led Bacher to work both on radar and
on the atomic bomb project. Some of his experiments,
using the Cornell cyclotron, had to o with measuring
neutron time of flight over a fixed stance. The times
were small. and measured in millionths o f secondsand this work with small time led Bacher naturally into
the field of radar. (The neutron work itself led. later,
to his working on the atomic bomb project.)
In 1940 Bacher was invited to join the
Laboratory, the radar project which had been set u p at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. headed by
Lee DuBridge. Bacher took a leave of absence f r o m
Cornell and joined the Lab i n 1911, where he was put
in charge of radar rereiver and indicator components
and radar beacons.
In 1943 the Lab sent acher and his old Columbia
abi, to serve as advisors to J.
> was then trying to set up th
oratory in Los Marnos, New Mexico.
In no time at all. Bacher graduated f r o m the role of
advisor and was put to work on the atomic bomb
f the experimental physics
of the bomb physics divi-

new Laboratory of Nuclear S
about building an elec
under way on this in
New h k to serve as a scien

ruch, who was then head of the Tinite
Energy Commission. The late
was spending full time in New York as chief scientific
advisor to Baruch. and through the summer of 1946
Bacher divided his time between the New York conferences and the Cornell laboratory. Then, that fall.
when the United States Atomic Energy Comrnisbion was
established, Bacher was appointed a rnem1)fc.r of it---the
only bcientist in the group.
Bacher served on the AEC for three years, and left
before the completion of his fcecond appointment to come
to Caltech and work once again with Lee DuBridge, who
was now the new president of the Institute. Champing
at the bit to gft back into the field of high energy
phybics once more, Bacher got work started on an electron sjncbrotron at Caltech almost as so011 as he ar-

52 the bynchrotron was o
at 500 dh volts, and in I 55 it was completely rebuilt to operate at a billion volts or more.
months the group of phy3icisls 'working wii
chine at Caltech has succeeded in the photo-production
of heavy mesons and hyperoris from hydrogen. T h e
are unstable particles, produced i n violent nuclear inter-

action--and a study of the production of these particles,
scientists believe, will lead them to a better understanding of nuclear forces,
Bacher is a member of the National Academy of
Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, the American Academy of Artb and Sciences, and the Physical
Society-among
others. He was given the President's
Medal for Merit in 1946, for his war work. He is a
trustee of the Rand Corporation, a director of the Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation, and, in recent
months, has been serving on a committee set up by the
Edison Electric Institute to advise the power industry
on what it should do to develop atomic power.
In 1932, Bather, in collaboration with Samuel Goudwhom he had been working at the University
of Michigan---produced a book which had a fairly specr publishing history. The book, which collected
lovvn energy levels of atoms, was called Atomic
Energy States. IL had what may charitably be called a
"modest" sale-until after World War 11, when there was
a surging demand for the hook. and it quickly and completely sold out. It was almost 15 years old, and the
subject matter was essentially obsolete-but the title, at
tins late date, couldn't have been timelier.

Roger

If

". Sperry,

Hixon professor of psychobiology at Calkch.
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by R. W. SPERRY

HE VERTEBRATE BRAIN, with an organizations
complexity far surpassing that of any other natura
or man-made system, and possessing in certain of its
parts the puzzling property of conscious awareness, will
probably continue to remain a challenge to man's understanding for many decades to come. At the present time,
the cerebral events underlying even the simplest forms
of mental activity remain quite obscure. Although it
should someday be possib e to start correlating subjective experience with the corresponding brain processperhaps even to comprehend the basis and derivation of
the "mental" p r o p e r t i e e w e have to be satisfied, for the
present, to work at mafty removes from this ultimate
goal.
ow far removed can be judged from the following

senes of experi~nental observations that VMII serve to
illustrate some of the things our ~)sychobiologjgroup
has been doing, and will also serve to indicate the general status of some of the current problems in brain
organization.
I will start with some early work dealing with nerve
growth and regeneration. the results of 'which have been
interpreted broadly to mea.n that brain function in the
vertebrates generally is predetermined by inheritance
to a much greater degree than formerly had been $upposed. The findings also give iis some ideas about how
the inherent patterning of the brain circuits is achieved
iri embryonic development.
Our information on the de\eIopn~entalpatterning of
brain pathwajs has been obtained mainly from fishes
and amphibians because the early developmental stages
in these lower vertebrates are accessible to surgery, and
because the central nervous sjstem, in the larval and
adult stages, retains a capacity for regrowth after surgical intervention that is almost entirely lacking in higher
forms.
As shown in the diagram below. it is possible in these
animals to cut the nerves of the eye where they cross,
and to reunite them surgically in such manner that, when
they regenerate, the eyes become connected to the wrong
sides of the brain. Under these conditions. the animals
respond thereafter as if everything seen through one eye
were being viewed through the opposite eye. For example, when a fly moves within the field of view of a
frog's left eye, the frog will strike out at a corresponding point in the right field of view. This right-left reversal of visual reactions persists indefinitely, with no
evidence of correction by re-education.
The sensory surface or retina of the eye in all vertebrates is projected through the optic nerve fibers onto
the brain in an orderly, topographic, or map-like fashion. In the foregoing experiment the behavioral teats
(and other evidence) indicate that this orderly topo-

graphic projection is restored w i h systematic precision
in the regeneration process-despite
extensive intertangling of the regenerating fillers. In the diagram below, for
instance, the relationships of X t o Y, and of X to any
and all oiher poiuts wihin the same visual field are
restored to their normal patterns. The fact that this
occurb, despite the maladaptive functional effect produwd by crossing the optic nmesi. means that learuhig,
or any other kind of functional readjustment. is not
responsible for the orderly topographic patterning of the
central hook-ups.
Fhe fact, albo, that this orderly restoration occcurs in
the face of random iiiterrnixing and intertangling of
the regenerated fibers- -particularly in the region of the
nerve transection--has forced us to conclude that the
optic fibers must differ from one another in quality.
In the lower vertebrates the optic fibers number
around 25,000 (there are over a million in the optic
nerve of m a n ) , and we have to infer that these individual fibers differ from one another in their biochemical
constitution according to the particular points of the
retinal field from which they arise. The further inference here is that the ingrowing fibers, on entering the
brain, establish their central hook-ups in a selective,
discriminative manner, governed by specific chemical
affinities between the different types of ingrowing fibers
and the central cells on which they terminate. This inference requires the corollary conclusion that a similar
topical specificity exists among the nerve cells of the
optic centers.
There is good reason to think that the qualitative specificity of the optic fibers is achieved in development
through a polarized chemical differentiation of the
retina. First, a naso-temporal, or front-back gradient of
differentiation is laid down, and later-superimposed
at
right angles on top of this-an
up-down gradient. This
would mark each retinal locus with a latitude and longitude, so to speak, expressed as a unique ratio of chemical

Connectiizg of eyes to wrong side of brain results in an illusory right-left rez~ersalof vi,s~~,al
field. Howe~jer,the relatio11~/1{ps
of - 4 to Y, and of X to any and all other points within the same visual field are restored to normal patterns.
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Skin grafts, rotnted 180 dqrees. result in a reversal o f
localizing reflexes. When back is stimulated in graft
region, frog rubs bellyÃ‘an vice versa.
properties. We don't know the exact chemical or physicochemical nature of these neuronal specificities as yet
any more than we know the chemical basis for most of
the cellular differentiations that occur throughout the
organism during development.
By rotating the eye surgically in the orbit, or by
transplanting the eyeball from one orbit to the other,
with different degrees of rotation. one may produce various other types of visual inversion and distortion. These
inversions and distortions are always correlated directly
with the orientation of the eyeball in the orbit; and,
like the right-left reversal, they too persist without functional correction.
Leon Stone at Yale and George Szekely in Hungary
have since carried these eye transplantations into prefunctional embryonic stages, and have found that inverted vision results in just the same way as it does in
the later stages. It would appear that the perception of
visual direction is built into the vertebrate brain and,
contrary to earlier opinion, does not have to be learned.
I n some related work on cutaneous sensibility it was
found that if one crosses the major nerve trunks of the
left hind foot in the rat into the opposite leg and reunites them with the corresponding nerves of the right
hind foot, then, after regeneration of the fibers into the
skin of the opposite foot, all sensations aroused in the
right foot are falsely referred to the left foot, from
which the nerves originally came. For instance, an electric shock applied to the sole of the right foot causes
the animal to withdraw the left foot.
The surgery was done in these rats during the fourth
week after birth--before the animals could have had
much experience in localizing cutaneous stimuli. The
resultant reversal of reflex-reaction with the false reference of cutaneous sensibility persist?
despite prolonged efforts to re-train the reactions by con'
ditioning techniques and other methods. The results suggest that the mechanism for locating points on the body
surface, like that for sensing visual direction, is built
into the nervous system, and, common assum
contrary, is not a product of experience a
This interpretation received further support in later
experiments like the one carried out by Dr. Nancy Miner

in which a flap of skin was peeled off the trunk region
of a frog, lifted, and cut completely free of all nerve
and other connections. rotated 180 degrees, and reimplanted (as shown at the left). The operation was done
in early larval stages, When the tadpoles had grown up
and undergone metamorphosis into the adult, w e found
that tickling these frogs o n the hack. within the graft
region, caused them to scratch the belly with the foreleg.
Conversely, stimulating them on the belly caused them to
swipe at the back with the hind leg.
These. and related, experirnen t s have ronfirmed the
preceding inference that the mechanism for locating
points on the body curface is organized in the growth
process itself---ultimately. of course, under genetic eontrol. This neural apparatus for locating points on the
skin is not a simple thing: I am told that our engineering
is not yet developed to the point where we could build a
machine to do nearly so well---particularly one in which
the points to be localized are on its own mobile parts.
The further interpretation of how the neural mechanism is put together and developed in the growth process
-based
on the foregoing, and similar. studies-goes
something like this: The skin. like the retina of the eye,
must undergo a refined local differentiation during development--probably also on a basic. biaxial plan. The
local specificity of the skin i s then stamped or imprinted
upon the nerve fibers at their terminal contacts. This iriduced chemical specificity in the nerve fibers. after
spreading centrally along the fibers into the spinal and
cranial nerve renters. then determines the type of reflex
hook-ups formed--again. presumably on the basis of specific affinities between the peripheral fibers and central
cells with which they connect.
It was shown further by Dr. Miner that if an extra
hind limb bud is transplanted into the trunk region of
the frog (as shown below), the same trunk nerves that

Trunk nerves grozuirzg into transplanted limb form limb
reflex connections instead uf normal trunk reflexes.

A-ray picture shou'me, tantalum u ire inserts filling visual

urea of cortex. These, are designed t o short-circuit electric
brain currents d u r i n g visual pattern pt'rcfption.

were i m olved in the preceding graft experiment-and
which normally form belly; Lack, and side-niping reflex
f o n n entirely different patterns of central
patterns-now
connections, suited in each case 10 the particular areas
of the transplanted limb with which the fibers connect.
By stimulating different points in the extra limb we get
knee-wiping, thigh-wiping. and various iypes of kicking
reactions. This means that cutaneous nerve fibers destined normally to form central hook-tips appropriate for
the belly, flank, and hack skin of the trunk, formed instead connections appropriate for the digits. heel, and
knee of the limb.
All these responses, i~icidentaJJy, are made by the
normal limb on the same side as the transplant; the
transplant itself has no motor func~ion.The important
point is that here again the local quality of the skin
with which the fibers connect in the periphery, and not
the functional effects f o r the organism, determines the
patterns of synaptic hook-ups fonntd in the central
nervous system.
It used to he thought h a t the nervous system was first
laid out in emhr>oriic development pretty much as a
random equipotential network that was gradually channelized through experience and training. The training effects were presumed to start way back in the early movements of the fetus in utero. Now our picture is quite different. We think that the great bulk of the neural circuits
are laid down in precise, predetermined patterns in the
growth mechanisin itself. The effects? of learning are
presiimahly confnied to [he highpat association centers,
particularly the cerebral cortex, and are so minute a part
of tlie total central n e n o u s striicture that they have thus
far eluded any d i ~ e c tinurphologiral demonstration.
of our work [leal3 bitli a brain theory
Another
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of perception that developed out of the Ce-talt school of
psychology, and is perhaps most commonly referred to
as the "electriral field theory of cerebral integration."
Proponents of field theory have ascribed a primary role
in brain function to grijes electric currents that sprrad
through the cortex en n m s e ; thai is. ihrough tlie cortical
tissue as a volume conductor. Mo3t a 3 p a of percvptio~~
appear to be more readily correlated with these gross
electric currents in the brain than &it11 the more orthodox type of nerve impulses that travel in scattered discontinuous patterns along discrete fiber pathways.
In a n experiment aimed at testing this electrical field
theory, the visual area of the cortex in ihe cat was filled
with metallic insertb of tantalum wire ( a s shown at the
l e f t ) . The aim here was to short-circuit, and hence to distort, the normal patterning of DC current-flow in the
cortex during visual form perception. These numerous
metallic inserts, which are biologically inert and remained in the brain for months without any deleterious
effects, proved to have n o measurable effect on any visual
reactions-incl uding previous] y-trained high-l eve1 pattern discriminations.
In another experiment aimed at testing the electrical
field theory the approach was just the opposite. Dielectric o r insulating plates of mica were inserted vertically into the cortex, in the patterns shown below, in a n
attempt to distort-this time by blocking instead of by
shorting-the
postulated patterns of DC flow in the
visual area during pattern perception. Although some
functional impairment was found in this series, it was
shown in controls to he correlated with the tissue damage produced by the inserts rather than with their dielectric effects, and the conclusion was the same as in the
previous experiment.
The outcome of there two studies has rather discouraged any inclination, on our part at least, toforsake the
traditional fiber conduction doctrine of brain function
in favor of the newer electrical field hypothesis.

Dielectric mica plates inserted in visual cortex t o distort
the patterning of brain currents du,ring perception.

Visual area of cortex, partitioned with numerous suhpial
cu& t o test effect on pattern perception.

Any brain theory of perception, we believe, must
square also with the following observation: The visual
area of the cortex, in the cat again, was sliced with nurnerous subpial knife cuts in crisscross pattern, as shown
above. When these cuts-in
the top two cases-proved
to have only negligible effects upon pattern perception,
we decided-in the third case-to
carry this slicing procedure to an extreme, making the cuts as numerous and
as close together as possible. After four weeks. this third
animal was performing again o n our test scales at a level
only one or two notches below its preoperative standard.
On the left ( A ) , below, is shown the best discriminations that this animal was able to perform several months
later. It could discriminate the central triangle when
paired with any of those surrounding it. And it readily
learned the size discrimination on the right ( R > .The
lack of any marked functional disturbance after such
slicing of the cerebral cortex seems to eliminate as an
important factor in perceptual integration any tangential or horizontal spread of nervous conduction within the
cortex itself-that
is, on any scale large enough to
mediate so-called relational or structuring effects in the
perception of pattern.
In another group of qtudies we have been roncerried
with the function in perception of long fiber connections
in the mammalian cortex. The largest of the fiber hurldies in the brain of higher mammals is the corpus callosum which unites the two cerebral hemispheres. It
has been somewhat embarrassing to our concepts of
brain organization that complete surgical section of this
largest fiber tract has consistently failed in human patients to produce any clear-cut functional symptoms. In

checking this okser~ationin animal experiments, however. we have been able in recent years to demonstrate
definite integrative functions for this 'structure.
In these experiments. carried out mainly in cats, we
first section all crossed optic fibers at the chiasrna. in
order to restrict the input from each eye to the same
side of the brain. The animal is then taught a few simple
visual discriminations with a mask covering one eye.
4fter the habit has been gtabilized by overtraining, the
rriask is shifted to the other eye.
With this procedure it was shown originally by
Ronald Myers that the trained performance transfers
readily to the untrained eye. if the corpus callosum is
intact: but if the corpus callosum has been sectioned
prior to training. there is no transfer at all. Without
the callosum, such animal'-! apparently have no recollection with one eye of what they have been doing
with the other eye. In fact, it is possible to train opposing
incompatible discriminations to the separate eyes concurrent1y without getting any interference. Work i n
progress shows the same to he true in the monkey.
In collaboration with Dr. John Starnni. we have obtained similar results for the contralateral transfer from
one forepaw to the other of tactile discriminations. Cats
are trained to push the correct one of two pedals which
they can reach with only one forepaw and which they
are unable to see and must distinguish entirely on the
basis of touch. One gets 70 to 80 percent transfer of
earning upon shifting to the untrained paw in unoperated animals. When the callosurn is sectioned, the
transfer is zero.
Perceptual learning and memory thus seem to proceed independently in the two hemispheres of the brain
in the absence of the corpus callosurn. It is interesting
that. in spite of this independence, the learning curves
for the two separated hemispheres are remarkably similar in character, suggesting that the individual \ariability in perceptual learning is predetermined to an
unexpected degree by the intrinsic structural, and functional organization of the cerebral hemisphere. This was
found to he true in cats for hoth tactile and visual discriminations. but seems to be much less characteristic
of the monkey, h e difference here reflecting perhaps an
important species difference i n learning.

With its 1?i,sz1a/cortex subdivided by multiple crisscross
test animal could discriminate central triangle in
A, above, when it was paired with a n y of those surrounding b a n d also learned size discrimination i n B.

cuts,

4lttw-1~1tsto localize in the brain the memory traces
for particular habit5 have generally failed. The memory
traces. or aigrams, appear to be extremely elusive and
diffuse and so f a r have not been specificallj localized or
demonstrated. In the case of the memory traces ingrained f o r the visual discriminations in the foregoing experiments. it was j~o>sibleto shon that they are not confined to the directly trained hemisphere. One can remove
the visual and the neighboring association cortex on the
trained side in these animals before switching the mask.
and still get the transfer to the untrained eye through the
caHosum. Further, one can still get this transfer even if
the entire calJosum is sectioned after the completion of
training, but before testing for the transfer. Some kind
of mnemonic; carryover into ihe oppos-ite hemisphere is
fi idently effected via the corpub callosum.
At the present time we are invcstigatiiig the functionaJ
capacities of small islands of cerebral cortex. In these
studies ti/e put to use the above-mentioned functional
independence of the two hemispheres in what we have
come to call the "split-brain preparation." This is an
animal in which the brain has been split down the middie by sectioning the corpus; callosuni. hippocampal cornmisf-ure and the optic chiasnia and. frequently aLo, sowe
of the lower-level connertirig systems. To casual examination, these split-brain animals after recovery are
indistinguishable from normal in their general cage
behavior,
In such animals the brain-le3ion analyses can be carried out in one hemisphere alone; the other hemisphere
being kept intact to maintain generalized background
functions. In the test hemisphere, instead of the customary small lesions in the critical area. it becomes possible
in f-uch preparations to use the opposite approach that is. to remove the greater part of the cortex and to
leave intact only the small critical area, the functions of

Removal o f non-visual cortex with preservation o/ visual
visual functions for reasons still undearea aboIi~h(>~*>Â
termiiied.

Small island of intact cortex retains capacity to reinemher and to learn new tactile discriminations almost us
well as the whole heniispher~.

which one wishes to investigate.
F o what extent would visual perception be possible,
for example, if all parts of the cerebral cortex were
removed excepting just the visual area itself? W e have
found that vision is practically absent on the test side
when the visual area is isolated in cats to the degree
shown in the drawing below.
If the non-vibual parts are removed in two or three
beparate operations, starting with the cortex immediately surrounding the sector to be preserved, it is not
until the final removal of frontal o r temporal lobes, as
the case may he, that we get the really severe visual
impairment.
Similar isolation of the cortical area for touch perception, as shown above, has yielded quite different
results. In this case the cats, after operation, are still
able to perform, at a high level, previously-trained tactile discriminatio~is. They- also are able to Jean) JICW
discriminations with the isolated area almost as well as
with the whole hemisphere. If circumscribed lesions are
subsequently placed in the forepaw tactile area in the
opposite, intact hemisphere, it is possible to abolish all
discrimination with the affected paw without significantly
impairing the performance of the pa^\ that is controlled
through the isolated remnant of cortex.
It would appear that the processes of cortical integration and reintegration involvpd in the learning and
memory of these tactile discriminations are localized
within the intact cortical island. Pnder normal conditions it is entirely possible that the integrative processes
are much more ^vide-spread through the cerebral hemisphere, but it is important to know at least that these
unknown cerebral mechanisms are of such a naliire that
they can be handled with a rather small. isolated sector
of the cortex.
This is about where we stand on these projects at the
moment. A s can he seen, we are still a very long way
from being able to blueprint the circuit diagrams for
perpetual integration, learning or memory. &or have
we the vaguest notion of the general type of circuits
needed. for example, to build into a machine so simple a
thing as pain sensation. We don't know enough to say
in theory even that it can-or e \ e r could-he done.

Schlieren photographs, above and left, ill
trate different phases of airflow investigati
Development of inlets, compressors and 1
bines requires many such studies in case.
t e s t rigs, subsonic or supersonic wind tunni

..

at Prat & Whitney Aircraft
field of Aerodynamics
Although each successive chapter in
the history of aircraft engines has assigned new and greater importance
to the problems of aerodynamics,
perhaps the most significant developments came with the dawn of
the jet age. Today, aerodynamics
is one of the primary factors influencing design and performance of
an aircraft powerplant. I t follows,
then, that Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
- world's foremost designer and
builder of aircraft engines - is as
active in the broad field of aerodynamics as any such company
could be.
Although the work is demanding,
by its very nature it offers virtually
unlimited opportunity for the aerodynamicist at P & W A. He deals
with airflow conditions in the en-

idern electronic computers accelerate both the analyand the solution of aerodynamic problems. Some of
;se problems include studies of airplane performance
ich permit evaluation of engine-to-airframe applications,

gine inlet, compressor, burner, turbine and afterburner. From both the
theoretical and applied viewpoints,
he is engrossed in the problems of
perfect, viscous and compressible
flow. Problems concerning boundary
layers, diffusion, transonic flow,
shock waves, jet and wake phenomena, airfoil theory, flutter and
stall propagation - all must be attacked through profound theoretical
and detailed experimental processes.
Adding further to the challenge and
complexity of these assignments at
P & W A is this fact: the engines
developed must ultimately perform
in varieties of aircraft ranging from
supersonic fighters to intercontinental bombers and transports, functioning throughout a wide range of
operational conditions for each type.

Design of a multi-stage, axial-flow compressor
involves some of the most complex problems i n
the entire field of aerodynamics. The work of
aerodynamicists ultimately determines those aspects
of blade and total rotor design that are crucial.

Moreover, since every aircraft is
literally designed around a powerplant, the aerodynamicist must continually project his thinking in such
a way as to anticipate the timely
application of tomorrow's engines to
tomorrow's airframes. At his service
are one of industry's foremost computing laboratories and the finest
experimental facilities.
Aerodynamics, of course, is only
one part of a broadly diversified engineering program at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. That program - with
other far-reaching activities in the
fields of instrumentation, combustion, materials problems and mechanical design - spells out a
gratifying future for many of today's engineering students.

Mounting a compressor in a special high-altitude test
chamber i n P & W A's Willgoos Turbine Laboratory permits study of a variety of performance problems that
may be encountered during later development stages,

World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines
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National Academy of Sciences
JESSEL. GREENSTEIN,
professor of astrophysics and staff
member of the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories; and Howard J. Lucas, professor of organic chemistry, emeritus, were elected to the National Academy of
Sciences last month-bringin of Caltech staff membership
in the Academy to 30. The Academy offers membership
to only 500 American citizens and 50 foreign associates
who have made valuable contrihntioris in scientific research.
Dr. Greenstein has made a number of important i n te.'-ligations of s ~ e l l a ratrno-;pheres arid of the material

Howard f . Lucas, professor o f organic chemistry- emeritus
2

/we

L. Greertst~itl.

of astrophysics

in interstellar space. His spectrographic studies are
now yielding fundamental data on cosmic chemistry.
especially on the questions of relative abundance? of
various atoms and whether all stars have the same composition. Of special interest is his investigation of the
abundances of certain elements that are subject to thermonuclear disintegration. This particular branch of his
research has led to important conclusions regarding the
evolutionary processes in the interiors of stars and the
formation of elements.
Dr. Greenstein was graduated from Harvard University in 1929 and received his M\ there in 1930. After
several years in business in New York. he returned to
Harvard where he received his PhD in 1937. He cairn to
Caltech in 1918. after eight years as a member of the
staff of Jerkes Observatory.
Dr. Lucas. a member of the Caltech faculty for 40
years prior to hi" retirementin 1955. helped to modemize the field of organic chemistry. He was one of the
first chemists to recognize the value of electronic interpretations of chemical data. and he made numerous contributions to the imderstanding of the electronic structure
of organic molecules. In 1935 he established the pattern
for all modern elementary orpanic chemistry textbooks
with his Organic (,"h~mistry,
A. graduate of Ohio State Irniversity, Howard Luras
received his M 4 there in 1908. In 1909-10 he served as
a teaching fellow in chemistry at the University o f Chicago. then went to work as an assistant chemist for the
United States Department of Agriculture. He came to
Caltech in l9M. He received the Scientific Apparatus
Makers Award of $1.0(M) as "the outstanding chemistry
teacher i n the [ n i t e d States in 1952." 4nd. i n 1953. he
was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Science
by his alma rnater, Ohio State.
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w to make the most
of your engineering career
ONE OF A S E R I E S
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It's basic that you'll get more fun
out of working on interesting
projects than on stodgy ones. So it makes
sense to choose a company and an industry
in which you'll draw engineering assignments
that give you excitement-and professional
satisfaction. That way, you'll get more fun
out of life, and advance faster, too.
It just so happens that Boeing offers you
assignments on some of the most interesting
projects in the country. For instance-an
advanced supersonic guided missile weapon
system; the 707, America's first jet transport;
the revolutionary 3-52 eight-jet nuclear
weapons carrier ;the KC-135 jet transporttanker, and top-secret research projects.
There's a whole world of opportunity for you
at Boeing, in research, design, manufacturing
or service. Boeing's growth (400 % more
engineers today than 10 years ago) creates
an expanding need-and long-range
opportunities-for engineers of all kinds:
electrical, mechanical, civil, aeronautical,
industrial, or related fields, and for
mathematicians and physicists.
At Boeing you'll enjoy high starting salaries,
career stability, retirement and pension plans,
company-paid opportunities for graduate
study, and a host of additional benefits!

NOW is the time to start planning ahead.
Consult your Placement Office,or write:

JOHN C. SANDERS,
Engineering Personnel Administrator
Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle 24, Washington
FRED B. WALLACE,
Chief Personnel Engineer
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita 1, Kansas

Aviation leadership since 1 9 1 6
Seattle ,Wadiington
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As population increases, the need to obtain more food
becomes more pressing. A noted plant physiologist considers some of the ways we might increase our food supply.

by HARRISON BROWN, JAMES BONNER A

This article has been extracted from the book, The
Next Hundred Years: Man's Natural and Technological
Resources, by Harrison Brown, James Bonner and John
Weir, copyright 1957 by The Viking Press, Inc., to be
published i n June. Dr. Brown is professor of geochemistry at Caltech; Dr. Bonner, professor of biology; Dr.
Weir, professor of psychology.
This extract, the second in a series of three, has been
drawn largely from Dr. Banner's evaluation of our q r i cultural resources. Next month, Dr. Weir discusses
technical rr~an/)(>zwr
sources.

T

HE POPULATION of the world has climbed with

extraordinary rapidity during the course of the
last century and has now reached a level of about 2.6
billion persons. Between 1850 and 1900 the world
society grew by about 0.7 percent per year: this rate
would produce a doubling of population every century.
Between 1900 and 1950 the average annual rate of increase was 0.9 percent. shortening the doubling time to
about 75 years . . . If we were to assume that the increase of population during the next century would average 1 percent per year. we would foresee a world of
nearly 7 billion persons bv the middle of the next century.
Such rapid rates of population growth can. in the
l o n g r u n . be maintained only i f the production of food
can keep pace with this growth . . . Thus. in our forecasts concerning the future. we must examine the problern of feeding this nurnb?r of persons adequately.
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Increases in food supply are attainable by wider application of present technology. Agricultural productivity
can be increased by the use of more irrigation, more
fertilizer, more insecticides; by the application of more
plant-improvement technique ; and by practicing more
intensive agriculture. The rate at which such increase
can he achieved is between 2 and 4 percent per year
and should thus suffice to take care of our increasing
world population.
True, to spread this technology will be a long, hard
task. since it must diffuse to so many people, but theoretically it can be done. And, meanwhile, new technological
developments may increase the rate of growth of our
food supplies, or raise the maximum amount of food
which can ultimately be produced, by the introduction
of new methods of management of crops and of human
diets.
A most effective method of increasing the amount of
food available to people would be to decrease that fed
to animals. Animal protein forms an important part of
the human diet today. particularly in the Western countries. The American. for example, consumes about onethird of his diet calories i n the form of such things as
meat, milk, and eggs; the Western European about 20
percent; the Asian only about 5 percent. We consume
animal protein not only because it tastes good to us,
but also because it provides a plentiful supply of the
arnino acids essential to human nutrition. in the most
favorable proportions, Yet these same amino acids are
CONTINUED ON PAGE 36
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present in the protein of plants, from which t h e animal
product has derived them, and with proper preparation
can be effectively used.
The animal is a relatively inefficient converter of
plant material to food for human heir~gs. as i s shown
in the following table.

Production of Protein per Acre by Different
Methods of Land Management
[All values for cultivated crops on arable land)

potatoes, or sugar beets. but this is i n part because the
land s o ~ nto wheat is often less favored by rain or
temperature than are the lan s chosen for the other
crops. Similarly, yields are often l o w in the underdeveloped areas because of limited supplies of fertilizer.
. e t us. then. compare the efficiencies of crop plants as
producers of food when each crop is grown under vondi(ions as nearly ideal as pos~ible.
Efficiency of Various Crops in Production
of Food in Varied Regions

EDIRLF, P R O T F I N
METHOD OF
LAND MANAGEMENT

METHOD O F
RECOVER[ w, PRO rEr N

Planted to forage, grain,
fed to steers

as beef

Planted to forage, grain,
fed to cows

as milk

Planted to soybeans

as soybean'

( poundq. per
acre per year J

450

Planted to alfalfa, U. S.
average crop

as extracted protein

600

Planted to alfalfa,
Western U. S. irrigated

as extracted protein

1SOO

The production of protein by conversion of plant suhstance to beef, which supplies about one-half of the
world's meat, has an efficiency of only 5 to 10 percent.
both in terms of food calories and in terms of protein.
The production of milk protein is considerably more
efficient than is the production of beef. Both of these
procedures are; however. much less efficient than it
would be to use our crop area for the production of
soybeans, which produce seeds rich i n protein. and to eat
the soybeans ourselves. And the plant which produces
seeds rich in protein is, again, less efficient as a protein
producer than is a plant such as alfalfa, which is rich
i n protein in all its vegetative structure.
Alfalfa is, of course. grown to supply protein for
animal diets, and there is no reason in principle why it
cannot be used to supply protein directly in the human
diet. If we are to use plant protein on a large scale
as food for people, however, it will be necessary to devise methods by which the plant may be ground and the
protein extracted. We will also have to find ways of
fabricating the protein thus extracted into materials
resembling such things as meat, eggs, and milk. But
these are merely technological problems and are certainly soluble. This modification of our food technology
would permit us to supplement human diets with the
needed amino acids at a fraction of the cost in acres that
characterizes our present system.
A second modification of our agriculture which could
provide an important increase i n the world's food supply
is the replacement of crops which are less efficient in
food production by crop" which are more efficient. This
raises the question of the efficiencies of different crop
plants. Wheat yields less food per acre than do rice,

rOOD FJRODrrC F D
PROF~S

Northern Europe (Denmark.
Holland). i n t e r i ~ i ~farming
e

wheat
potatoes
'sugar beet's

1 apan. interwive farming

ricp

(niillion's of calories
per acre per year)

4.5
8.0
13.0

6.5

i t i s clear that the cereals compare unfavorably with
potatoes or sugar beets. since high-yielrHng crops of the
latter produce u p to twice as many or more edible calories per acre as do the cereals. This is due to two
principal factors. For one thing. the potato or sugarbeet crop takes longer to develop than does the cereal.
Leaves that are exposed longer to the sun's energy have
more opportunity to gather and store that energy. And
in the second place. 50 to 60 percent of the potato or
sugar beet plant is edible and digestible by man. as
contrasted to 30 percent or so o f the cereal.
To look at it in another way. the energy which is
stored in plant material is energy the plant has capture
from the sun"s rays. Plants as we know them appear to
t ~ every similar in the efficiency with which they store
solar energy in chemical form. Given favorable temperature. plenty of water. and abundant fertilizer. our crop
plants uniformly capture about 2 percent of the incident
energy.
High yields of food material per acre are attainable
if we use a crop which remains active in the field for
a long time. Thus the tropical sugar cane. which captures the sun's energy the year round, readily produces
twice as much sugar per acre as does the sugar beet,
which grows for but five months or so. Arid, in addition,
the chemical equi\alent of 2 percent of the sun's energy
must be divided among the varied portions of the plant.
The grain is a smaller portion of the cereal than is the
sugar of a sugar beet.
These considerations are clear enough and provide
us with a clear-cut goal in plant iniproiwnent. We want
a plant which grows over'a long season and of which as
high a proportion as possible is edible. The rommerTINUED ON PAGE 38

RGEST ELECTRONIC BRAIN

secondse twinkling of ant eye, electronics
lations that would take any person
t - electronic "brain"
e data processing sys(more accurately, ele
tem) is Bizmac, developed by RCA.
Bizmac is q ~ ~ i c k lbecoming,
y
one of the most
powerful allies of business and industry. I t "reads,"
sorts> catalogs, analyzes? calculates, forecasts-reduces months of paper work to seconds-cuts costs
by n~illions!
For insurance c panies, Bizxnac can keep its
cts daily*It can .help depart-

ts

y millions!

ment stores keep split-second inventory control.
And for the U. S. Army, it keeps track of literally
illior~sof ordnance parts all over the world.
The leadership in electronic research that made
Bizrnac possible is inherent in all RCA products
and services-to help make life fuller, easier, safer
through "Electronics for Living."
TMKW) @I
RCA offers careers in research, development, design, and manufacturing for engineers with Bachelor or advanced degrees in E. E., M. E. or
Physics. For ftlll information, write to: Mr. Robert Haklisch,
Marlager, College Relations, Radio Corporation of America,
Camden 2, N.J*
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cia1 sugar beet is in fact a l~roductof ger~eticimprovecreased still further, perhaps to as high as 20 perc;e~it of
ment by which the original low-sugar plant has been
the world's cultivated acres. fly the buiIdir~gof experibred for high sugar content arid high per-acre yields.
sive conventiorial irrigation projects. There is norletheWe kriow how to breed crop plarlts high in other conless just not enough water i r ~the streams to irrigate any
stituerlts. such as fat and protein. It is riot at all impossubstantially greater portion of the earth's s t d a c e than
sible tbat we might he able to alter oLir s t ~ g a r - l ~ r o d i ~ c i r ~ gthis. by conventicbnal m ~ t h c ~ d s .
plar~tshy gerl~ticmeans to cause them to accumulate
We carlnot hope. therefore, to wafer the ~ t e p p e sand
fat, proteiri. or other dietary necessities i r ~higher yield.
deserts? which together constitute over i w i c ~as large at1
Thus. we rriight ])reed a rneat beet or a fat [)Ian[.
area as the land now under cultivation. by cor~ver~tionaf
irrigation projects. If we are to irrigate this area we
must
acquire water from other sources. and this mearis i r ~
Inedhle residues
the long run the reclamatio~xof sea water. What are the
There is still another apl~roachto the problem preeconomic prospects for the reclamatiorl of sea water arid
ser~tedby the fact that only a relatively small portion of
for the irrigation of the deserts of the earth in this way?
the cultivated plant is edible to the human l3eing NTe
It is riow economical to carry on agricujture in the
can convert the iriedible residiies to food. Such residues
KTnited States in regions in which irrigation water from
are abur~dar~t.113 the United States. for example* in
converitional projects cosis as much as $10 per acre-foot
which the h ~ ~ r n aheing
r ~ yearly eats about 0.37 ton of
a r ~ din which from 2 to 5 feet are applied per acre per
food. we prodi~ceeach year about 1.75 tons per capita
year* It is proposed to intensify this practice within the
of the iriedible residues of corn and wheat-stalks. stems.
next 20 years with irrigation water that costs up to $40
wrri cobs.
per acre-foot. s u ~ ) p i e m e r ~ t a rirrigation
y
in the ~011thThe technology of he conversion of these woody rnaeastern Uriited States. the application of relatively small
terials to material digestible by man is miell worked O L I ~ .
amounts of water to enable plar~ts to survive through
It is possible to treat the woody plant material with
drought periods, is already being carried out with water
hot acid and produce a molasses-like syrup of roughly
which costs as much as $75 per acre-foot.
50 percef~tof the weight of the original material. The
preserlt estimated cost of molasses from this source is
roughly ten times that of molasses from sugar beet or
The cost of reclamation of ocean water has beer1 insugar cane. It is further possible to convert the molasses
vestigated by various groups. These forecasts agree iri
by yeast ferrnentatiori to a proteirl-rich material. The
suggesting a prohahk cost for fresh water from the sea
yeast obtainable from the molasses in 50-percent yield
of from $100 to $200 per acre-foot. To this we must add
is also potential food for rnaa*
the cost of building canals and pipeli~esto carry and
If the need for food in the world were great enough we
distribute the water. A r ~ dso, i f we are to irrigate t
could theoretically convert the bulk of
arid areas of the earth with reclaimed sea water, we wit1
dues to sugar or protein by this method. a measure which
do so at great experlse* To supply irrigatiori water alone
by itself would increase our food stlpply by perhaps 50
will cost nmre per acre ptkr year thari the average value
to 100 percer~t,The food increrrient would be costly.
at present p r i c ~ sof the crop p r o d ~ ~ c eori
d such an acre.
sirice it would require the expenditure of a great
energy and irivestrnent in rnuc-h new techriology.
But as our world hecomes more populot~s.and as the
cot1id be done, shc)uId it become riecessary.
need to ohtain rnore food becomes more pressing. we
have available to us this straightforward meaxis of exThe step which appears, however. lo be most practendins an otherwise conventional a g r i c ~ ~ l t utor ~a very
tical for t h ultimate
~
aug~ner~tatior~
of o ~ world'
~ r
large area irldeed. It would prohahly be possik~le to
slipply has to do with the rnariagemer~tof water.
avai1ak)iIity is today a major limiting factor in crop
douhie or quadruple the world*s iiltimate Food produeproduction and iri deter~~iinirig
crop areas. There are
tior] hy si~pplerrierita1irrigation of the less favored porin addition vast areas o f steppe arid desert which would
tions of our present (*rap larid arid by exter~dingirrigat i o r 1 to the areas which are now arid.
be si~itahlpfor agricult~ireif water wpre available,
At the preserit tirne about 1I. percer~t of the worJd9s
f t has heen shown that although nine-tenths of the
rid tivated acres are supplied with water by cor~ventior~al
photosyrithesis of the earth's surface occurs in the oc
irrigation schemes. This a m w n t is rapidly inereasin g.
stii1. only a srnal1 portion o f the resulting materia!
particularly in Asia and Latin America* It has been
its way into the lmman diet. We harvest sea pr
estimated that if the waters of the rivers of the worl
primarily in the forrn of fish. which coritribt~tea negiiare appropriately conserved and
gihle fractior~ of the diet calories that todav support
111tirr1ately he possib1e to irrigat
the worldss humar~ popuI&tion. We know too that we
world's CUT tivated acrm at current
without hrirlging
c-arlnot great1 y m t ~ r ~t dh 5611 ha
of farm products. This a m o ~ i r ~could
t
~ ~ r ~ d o u l ~ the
e d liny
!HUED ON PAGE 4 0

John M. Peacock, B.S.E.
in Mechanical Engineering$
Princeton, '47-

One of the huge tropospheric antennas used in the "White Alice"
reject. These screens pick up the '*scatter" of UHF radio signals
beamed from more than 150 miles away!

on its face, so a de-icing system was devised to
limit that ice to an inch or less.
he communications system linking defense inof Alaskan borders.
"Laboratories people had made a basic survey
to determine the kind of system needed. I was
assigned to the group that developed tropospheric antennas for over-the-horizon UHF
dio transmission.

, too. There were problems of snow. The structures had to withstand

rly with this much ice

"We had to work fast, on a very tight time
schedule, in order to beat Alaska's winter closein. And we did. From start to finish, 'White
Alice' was an exciting and interesting project.
But now I'm working on another over-thehorizon radio system that's just as absorbing.
By the way-it's to be in Florida!"
John M. Peacock has been a Mechanical
Engineer with Bell Telephone Laboratories
since 1953. Able, imaginative young engineers
and scientists will find interesting and rewarding career opportunities throughout the Bell
System-at Bell Telephone Laboratories, with
Bell Telephone Companies, Western Electric
and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer
can give you more information about all Bell
System Companies.
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CONTINUED

about the depletion of the o c e a r ~ ~ fish
s
populations.
Why is it that the o c e a r ~ ~poterltial
s
cor~tributionof fish
is so small? ever1 though the oceari's yearly crop of algae is so large? The answer to this question seems to be
that it takes a lot of algae to make everi a little bit of
fish. It has been estimated that ahout 100,000 pourlds of
algae will produce only 1 pourid of codfish. The algae
is first corisurned by some ~nicroscopic animal, which
retains about 10 percent of the calories. This srnall
ariimal is next eaten by a larger one with another energy
recovery of 10 percent. arid so or1 and on. The food
chain from algae to fish involves three. four. or five
steps. Orily a food coritrih~~tioriof frorn 0.001 to 0.1
percent of the original 1)lant material is everitually available as fish for the diet of human heir~gs.
By and large. then. the fish is an inefficient converter
of plant to human food. If we wish to use the ocean
efficierltly as a source of food, we must apparently make
uriconver~tiona\ approaches to the harvesting of plant
material from it. K e could of course strain the algae
from ocean water directly by some mechanical means,
but we would have a lot of straining to do, since 1
cubic meter of sea water contains on the average about
1 cubic centimeter of plant material. We might. however, contemplate the possibility of using the ocean as
we do grazing land. We might domesticate an oceansea pig.
going vegetarian beast-a

Algae as a food crop
The cultivation of algae as a food crop has been
widely discussed in recent years. In principle it should
be possible to cover an area with large tanks. fill these
tanks with an appropriate nutrient solution, irloculate
them with a suitable type of alga? and harvest the
algae periodically.
If the tanks were covered with trarisparent plastic or
glass, the carbori-dioxide content of the atmos13here could
be enriched, thus leading to a production of larger crops
for a given area than would be obtainable in the open.
At the same time, however, such closed tanks rriust be
cooled in some way, sirice they act as heat traps when
the sun shines upon therri. (:oriver~tional crop plarits as
well as algae respond to iricreased carbori-dioxide corkceritratioris by increased yields. The advantage of algae
lies p r i r ~ c i p a l lin
~ the fact that it is technically rather
sirnple to s ~ ~ p p them
l y with extra carbon dioxide.
The i~ivestrneritin preparation of larld for the culture
of algae is, however? ten to one tiur~dredtimes greater
than that for conventional agriculture. Yield of plant
rnaterial per unit area of surface exposed to suriIight
and under equivalent carborl dioxide concentratiorl is
the sarrie for algae arid for co~iventiorial crop plants.
And when the aigae have been finally grown and harvested, W P have rrlerely a nasty little green vegetable,
the co~isi~rriptio~l
of whic:h presents the same sorts of

techriological and psychological pr01)lerris as are associa t ~ dwith the utilizati(~riof. for example. alfalfa as food
for marl. It seems logical to corwl~idethat expar~sioricvf
our food supplies hy the more familiar agricultural
tectir~iq~~es
M il I precede ex pan sic)^^ o f our food supi>lies
h! the cultivation of algae.

Chemical synthesk of food

'I'k rhernical sy-r~thesisof food M o111d also appear to
be arl exceedingly remote possit~iiity. at lrast so far as
provisior~ of genera1 diei calories is cor~cerried. The
human being require3 i n h i s nutritiori chemical cornpour~ds w11ich are corn1)lex and e x c e e d i r ~ g l various.
~
Although w e do know how to use sirnple compounds
as the starting materials for the cherriical syr~thesisof the
sugars. fats. amirio acids, and vitamins required in the
human diet, it is still a cmmp1icated cF1ernical job.
Perhaps the rnost elaborate large-wale efforts to produce human-diet calories by synthetic rrlearls was undertaken by the German goverr~ment during the Second
Frorld War, In order to cope with a severe shortage of
edible fats, factories were made to syritliesize fats. starting with the hydroger~ation of coal. The process was
extended with major effort until it supplied ahout 2.000
tons of fat per year. a b o ~ one-thousandth
~t
of the amount
yearly consumed in Germany.
Chemical synthesis of food is a big job. We should
bear in mind, too, that it cannot be based permaneritly
on the use of petrochemicals (chemicals obtained from
coal arid petroleum) as starting materials but must ultimately be based on the reductiori of carbon dioxide, as
is agriculture itself.
Although the chemical synthesis of bulk dietary calories appears to be impractical for the foreseeable future, that of dietary suppiemer~tsis a practical matter
everi today. It is l~ossibleto supply a hurnan being with
his required rations of vitamins. a[\ syrlthetica~lyproduced, at a cost of between 25 cerlts and a dollar a year.
The vitamins, although complex to manufacture, are
required by human beings orily i r ~minute amou~its.
It is also possil~leto st~pplernentdiets with syrittietically produced amino acids. although this is still of
questioriable practicality from an ecoriornic star~dpoirit.
Populations i r l ~~nc~erdeveloped
areas who live primarily
or1 cereal diets sometirries suffer from arriino-acid deficiencies, prot~ahly-tfirougt~lack of the amino acids
rrlet!iionir~e, Iysine. arid trytophar~e.A year*s supply of
these three arriino acids, synthetically produced, costs
approximately $40 per person today. so that it is hardly
feasible ec:or~omically fur most of the world's populatiorl
to supplerner~tdiets with tliern.
It may we11 be, however, that irl the future we can
er~rirhour diets with ari iricreasirlg variety of syntheticg agricpjkure to the
ally produced materials. d e k o t i ~ ~our
business of supplying the bulk of the calories we need.
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

Among the high-priority projects that will appeal to
your ambition and ingenuity is Northrop's Snark
SM-62?the first intercontinental guided missile
designed for assignment to the Strategic Air Cornmand of the U.S*Air Force.
Other significant Northrop accomplishments are
the development of boundary layer control to
improve aircraft range performance, and the first
operational inertial and celestial guidance systems.
Still another project to tax your imagination and
skill is Northrop's new supersonic jet trainer* the
T-38,
now being developed for the Air Force.
In Northrop's great new multi-million-dollar
engineering center at Hawthorne? you'll be associated with experienced engineers and scientists who
will respect and encourage your initiative* enthusiasm and ability.
You wi11 also enjoy many financial advantages
that are considered outstanding in the industry, .
liberal salary, security benefits for yourself and
family, and a company-paid program for continuing
your engineering studies.
Write now and ask us questions as they apply to
your engineering objectives. Tell us your ambitions
. . we believe we can relate them to opportunities
at Northrop. Address Manager of Engineering
Industrial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, I n c a 1019
East Broadway> HawthorneI California,

.

NORTEIROP

AIRCRAFT, INC., HAWTHORNEI CALXFOXNZA

Bttilders of the First Intercontinental Guided Missile
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STREET ADDRESS

CITY

O L L E G E O R UNIVERSITY

BRANCH OF SERVICE
- -- --

Send your application to:
L. R . Nuss
Collins Radio Co.
Cedar Rapids,

Iowa

Fred Aiken
Collins Radio Co.
2 700 W.Olive Ave.
Burbank, California

Harold McDatziel
Collins Radio Co.
1930 Hi-Line Drive
Dallas, Texas
ENGINEERING A

e got to be good to
/Command highest salary

{ ~ d v a n c e rapidly in a strong, growing company
^ W o r k with highest caliber development groups
^Use the world's finest engineering facilities

^Maintain Collins creative reputation
Collins depends on its engineers. That's why
you have to be good to earn a place on a
Collins Research and Development team.
Collins hard earned reputation was built on
a solid foundation of engineering talent. The
sales growth of the Company has justified
Collins emphasis on engineering. Sales have
increased 10 fold in the last 10 years. And
enlployment of research and development personnel has more than kept pace. Collins growth

will continue, and you can be a part of this
growth.
Send the application form printed on the opposite
page as an expression of your interest in knowing
more about the opportunities at Collins. Your
application will be held in the strictest confidence
and will be answered immediately by a personal
letter. Take only a few minutes now to fill out the
application and mail to one of the addresses listed.
This can be the turning point in your career.

CREATIVE LEADER IN ELECTRONICS
ollins Radio Company
MAY, 1957

- Cedar

Rapids

a

Dallas

a

Burbank

Mid-morning coffee break on Alumni Seminar Day

alumni, wives and guests to the Caltech campus on April
6. Featured on the daytime program were a series of six
lectures and a symposium on the future of the earth's
natural resources in relation to man and his technology.
In the afternoon alumni toured the Southern California
Cooperative Wind Tunnel in Pasadena. And in the eve~iing,after dinner at the Pasadena Elks Club. Dr. Ray
Uritereiner, who is on leave from the Caltech faculty to
serve as a comnqissioner of the State of California Public
Utilities Commission. spoke on "California Utilities and
the Commission."

since '32. Luncheon will be served for the group at
noon in the Athenaeum. where President DuBridge w i l l
give a short talk. In the afternoon, members of the
class and their wives are on their own. The Alumni
Swimming Pool and dressing rooms w i l l be available
to the group from 2 to 4 p.m.
At 5 p.m. members of the class will meet for cocktails at the Rodger Young Auditorium. This is for men
only-as is the Annual Alumni Dinner which follows, at
6:30 p.m. A special program will be arranged for wives
at this time, including dinner at the Athenaeum and a
theater party afterwards.
A good percentage of the class has replied to the
correspondence that has been sent out to every member
of the class of '32. If anyone still wants to join the
group. get in touch with Mills Hodge. 3620 Gaviota.
Long Beach 7. Cal ifornia.

25th Reunion

Alumni Fund

F H E CLISS OF 1932 has a whole series of special
events lined up for its 25th reunion celebration in Pasadena next month. On the evening of June 4 the class
w i l l gather at the Huntington-Sheraton Hotel, where the
out-of-town members of the class will be staying with
their wives. The tentative program calls for dinner at
the Huritingtori-Sheraton at 7 p.m., followed by a general
bull-session.
On Wednesday morning, June 5, members of the class.
and wives. breakfast at the hotel at 8 a.m. From 10 to
12 a.m. the group will make a guided tour of the campus
and check over the developments that have occurred

THE BOARDOF Directors of the Alumni Association. at its meeting of April 23. 1957. agreed to officially close the solicitation for funds for the Alumni
Scholarship? on June 30. 1957. All funds in the Alumni
Fund, as of the end of June 30. 1957 wit1 be transferred
to the Institute Alumni Scholarship Fund. Any rontrib~itions received by the Alumni Fund after June 30, 1957
will be held in that Fund by the Institute for assignment
to whatever new project rnay be mutually agreed upon
by the Association and the Board of Trustees of the
Institute.
-Donald S. Clark, Secretary

20th Annual Seminar
THE 2 0 ANNUAL
~ ~ Alumni Seminar brought 657

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

This young Sperry engineer is deveJopjmg a
component in a new control system to be
used on intercontinental multi-jet bombers.
Can your imagination tell you what it is?
Whether your guess is right or wrong,
there's no question that at Sperry "imagineering" is the order of the day, every day.
It takes imagination of a high order, after
all, to lead in such headlined fields as:
Guided missiles

*

Automatic flight controls

*

Advanced radars

Inertia! navigation

Aircraft engine controls * Fire control systems

When you take the title of "Sperry Engineer" you also take the line of work that
appeals most to your special interests. The
choice is almost endless at Sperry because
we're busy on projects that span the engineering spectrum.
You'll work shoulder-to-shoulder with
men rated tops in their fields. Just as important to your career as this inspiring daily contact is the chance Sperry gives you to study
for advanced degrees - and pays your full
tuition! Each Sperry plant-whether in California, Florida, New York, ~ t a hor
; Virginia
- is conveniently located close to leading
engineering colleges.
Your Placement Office can tell you when
Sperry representatives will call at your school
-be sure to talk to them. If you prefer, write
for more facts to J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope Company, Section 1B5.
ANSWER:

This Sperry engineer is testing transistor-magnetic
amplifier servomechanism used in computer of

advanced turbine control system.

R

ffY/fffSÂ£GP
Great Neck, New York

D I V I S I O N O F SPERRY R A N D CORPORATION

.

BROOKLYN
CLEVELAND
NEW ORLEANS
LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO I N CANADA: SPERRY GYROSCOPE
C O M P A N Y O F CANADA, L I M I T E D , M O N T R E A L , QUEBEC
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Three years ago, college senior Gerald Matey asked himself this question.
Today, an Associate Engineer and leader of a nine-man team, Jerry reviews his experience at IBM and gives some pointers that may be helpful
to you in taking the most important step in your engineering career.

"What really sold me," says Jerry,
"was the way they conducted engineering. I'd expected rooms full of
engineers a t desks. Instead, I found
all the informal friendliness of my
college lab."
Gerald, an E.E., came directly to
IBM from the University of Buffalo,
in 1953. Starting as a Technical Engineer, he was immediately assigned
to work, with two others, on designing a small calculator. The supervisor
of this project was Dr. R. K. Richards,
author of "Arithmetic Operation in
Digital Computers." Jerry learned a
great deal about computers in a very
short time. Incidentally, his particular machine is now going into pro-

Assigns problems to his group

duetion. As Jerry says, "It makes an
engineer feel good to see his project
reach the production stage-and to
be able to follow it through."
Promoted to Associate Engineer
after 16 months, Jerry is now the
leader of a nine-man team. He assigns problems to his group for solution, approves their block diagrams
and the models they build. Perhaps
an hour a day goes into paper work
such as requisitioning equipment for
his group and reviewing technical
publications, in counseling members
of his team and preparing for trips to
technical society meetings. Apart from
his regular responsibilities, he teaches
a t night in the IBM school.
Why Jerry chose IBM

f course, there were other reasons
DATA PROCESSING

e

why Jerry selected IBM. He was
vitally interested in computers, and
IBM was obviously a leader in the
field. He comes from a scientific family

interest." Gerald distinguishes between two kinds of engineers-those
who like to work on components, such
as circuit designs, and those who are
interested in the part the component
plays. The latter is his own interest,
which is why he is in advanced machine design. He points out that IBM
is careful to take these factors into
eration-another reason, perwhy turnover a t IBM is less
than one-sixth the national average.
hat about promotions?

When asked a b o u t advancement
opportunities a t IBM. Jerry says,
"You can hardly miss in this field and
This field is so new

(his brother is a mathematician)and
is fascinated by these mathematical
marvels which are revolutionizing
man's ways of doing things in so many
fields. He enjoys working on large
equipment . . . and on "pulses." "It's
more logical;' he says. "In computer
work, you can actually see things
happening, which is not the case with
all electronic equipment today. And
it's not all solid math, either. What's
more, this field is so new, that pretty
soon you're up with everybody else."
Gerald has done recruiting work
himself for IBM an believes he un-

Promotion almost axiomatic

in this company. They tell me sales
about double every five years-which
in itself makes oromotion almost a y i omatic." He endorses the IBM policy
of promoting from within, with merit
the sole criterion. The salary factor.
he remembers, was not his first consideration. While excellent, the tremendous advancement potential was
of far greater importance.
-A%&
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Reviewing technical pubdcations

derstands some of the college alumni's
problems. "I usually begin an interview by determining a man's interest," he reports. "Then the diversity
of work a t IBM enables me to offer
him a job which will challenge that

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

e

e

e

Equally challenging opportunities exist for
experienced engineers and scientists in all
of I B M ' s many divisions across the coun,try. For d e t a i l s , w r i t e P. H. B r a d l e y ,
Room 12005*IBMCorp.,590MadisonAve.,
Yw*' 2% N- r=

TIME EQUIPMENT
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ADVANCED DEGREES

PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT

can be earned while a fulltime employee of CONVAIRPOMONA. Salaries and benefits
coinpare with the highest in
private industry anywhere.

is housed
in t h e newest kind of airconditioned plant. Research
and Development facilities
manned by "name" experts.
CONVAIR-POMONA
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OT10N FROM WITHIN
assures you of continuing
evaluation of capabilities and
the swiftest possible advancement in this constantly
expanding organization.

*

CALIFORNIA LIVING
close t o mountains, desert,
seashore. Modern homes with
swimming pools are within
easy price range. Year-'round
outdoor sports and recreation.

ONA in Southern

California is the first fully-integrated missile plant in the U.S. Here the Navy's
TERRIER supersonic missile is designed and
built. YOU,as a graduate engineer or science
major, can build an outstanding career in
electronics and missiles systems at CONVAIRPOMONA. You will work with the most modern electronic equipment known. Better
yet, you will work with the kind of friendly,
informed engineer-scientist groups that are
pacing the advance into outer space. And
you will live where the climate and opportunities for spacious living and outdoor
recreation are unsurpassed in America.
SEND R E S U M E F O R COMPLETE
INFORMATION TO:

Engineering Personnel D e ~ t 4.-M
*

a

POMONA, CALIFORNIA
ISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS

MAY, 1
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highly creative
M . E. for

1902

Rov(i1 R . Lesi her. a graduate of Throop
Academy ( ( IT'c official name in 1902)
died at the age of 73 in Phoenix. Arizona
on January 30. 4 native of (;arpinteria.
California, h p had Ihed in Phoenix 4 n c e
1908 and designed many of the city's leading public ( a s well as private) buildings.
From 1912 to 1923 he was in h u s i n e ~ sfor
himself as an arrhitect. an0 since then had
) e e n in partnership with Leslie P. Mahoney.

for advanced R&D
i n business
data-processing systems

1920

ffurro R

. House.

former laboratory director for tlie rational Clay Pipe Manufacturers, is now on the research staff of
Gladding Mc-Bean & Co., in Los kngeles.

1932
E. B r m t Fitch is now director of the
We have a new position for a creative
man with strong theoretical and analytical abilities in high-speed dynamic
mechanisms. I f you qualify, you will
participate in the preliminary design
phase of mechanisms associated
with data-processing systems. Minim u m academic requirement i s a
B. S. in mechanical engineering. An
M. S. or Ph. D. degree is preferred.
Other requirements are a minor in
mathematics, or equivalent, p l u s
some background i n mechanisms
design and analysis for dataprocessing systems.
You will take part in the design of
such typical projects as magnetic
and paper tape handling equipment,
magnetic drums, random-access
memory devices and paper motion
mechanisms. You will enjoy t h e
broad creative freedom of a small,
select research-design group as well
as the vast technical resources of a
parent company o f i n t e r n a t i o n a l
stature - one of the nation's leading
companies i n the development o f
business computer systems. Your
creativity will be well rewarded, both
in salary and advancement
opportunity.

Write or contact D. P. Gillespie,
director of industrial relations
P L y m ~ u t h7- 1811

PJT

LOG Angeles. has opened a new office in
Honolulu to extend the sale's work, engineering and services of his industrial
instrument company throughout tlie Hawaiian Marids.
'"Ihic venture will be managed by A. R.
( R e x ) Dalby who has had a long and
Iar ied career in merhaniral
engineering
with the Santa F e system. Ralph M. Parsorl's Company and T h e Fluor Corporation."
Merrill w rite's. "Rex attended Calterh when
it was known as Throop Institute. hut did
not complete work for his degree i n engineering due to wartime r i m i m ~ t a n c e s .
H e will rnove Iiis family o i e r to the Islands
I
June, nhortly after his youngest daughter grarlnates from USC.
' O n a roiitine visit to the Ewa Plantation Company on the inland of Oahu
recently. 1 ran into V alter Lyde McCleprv.
Jr.. fhwp ~ i i p e r i n t ~ r i d e noft this large sugar
mill. and we remembered each other ais
clas-arnatec of tlie vintage year of 1933.'.

1935
C. (Xi1 cns and Harry B. Boiler.

3 8 are in their 12th year a< partners i n

Hawthorne, California
OFF'

9 4
Robert B.

oung was appointed vice
president of Aeroiet-General's Liquid Rocket Plant in Sarramentn last month. H e
joined the company in 1943. and sinre
then has been associated with all of the
liquid-propellant rocket-engine development
and production programs of the company.

Robert 1,. I f ell-<;.M.S. forrner executive
assistant to the vice president in charge
of the Westinphouv Electric Corporation's
aviation gas turbine division in Kansas
City. Missouri, has been named manager
of the company's atomic power dppartment
in Pittsburgh. Penn'iylvania. Boh has heen
with Wectinghon~e tinre 1940.

1933
M e n i l l Berklev. owner nf the Berkley
Engineering and Equipment Company in

(;h^e

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
1401 East El Segundo Boulevard
T R A D E M A R K REG. U 2

W e ~ t p o r t laboratories of Dorr-Oliver. Inc..
in ( onnectic nt.

(harles F. Curstarphcn. MS '40. has
) p e n appointed division siiperintendent of
f o o d Product"' for the Procter & Gamble
factories at Portsmouth, Lexington and
Omaha. He's been with the company since
1910.

business an Roller and (:hivens Inc., desigriir~g and rnaniifacturirig cu'-torn scieritifir in~trinnerit's. They recently moved
their marhineiy and 35 employees into a
larger building in South Pasadena, and
early next vpar will be acsernhling the
12 tf-lf-icope ramera'- they now have under
( o t ~ t r ~ u - t i nfor
n the Smithqodan In'-tiiutiori. which will he nned to track the ICY
earth satellite.

1941
Em il J . B u r d k . Phi). associate professor
of petroleum and natural gas engineeririg
at Pennsylvania State University, is the
author of Properties of Petroleum Rescrroir Fluids. a college textbook publishtd
this spring b y John Wiley & Sons.
Fred W . Billmeyer. research chemi'st at
the Dn Porlt Company in Wilmington, Delaware. has also had a textbook published
this 'spring ( b y Interscience P u b l i ~ h e r s ) ,
covering the field of high polymers. Fred
lias heen with Dii Punt for 12 year's and
also teaches courses in high polymer's at
the University of Delaware.

1943
Mcfrin L. M e r r i t f . P h i ) '50. manager of
the ueapnnq efferis department of the
Sandia Corporation in Albuquerqii~. New
Mexico. was reported a's ccs(-ier~tific
advisor
to the supervisor of Operation Plumhhoh
at the Nevada Teat Site" in the 4pril
E&S. He's writ along a note which modifies his position to "scientific advisor for
the Sandia effort'< in Operation Pinrnbhoh
-hut not for the whole chow. Thiq is
still a fairly large effort. What the title
rneans is that the (lepartment which 1
head is riwigning a number of experiment"
for that operation. and is a h i c i n g 0111
field teqt organization on a number of
serx ice functions which they undertake in
(-onnection with the testi-i."

1h)ylk F. Mnltfori v~ rites that he's transfwring f r o m L o r k l i ~ e d 4irvraft i n Bur) a n k to the Lockheed M i ~ s i l e Systernq
Divi~ion at Santa (r11z. (alifornia. The

T h i s gigantic power shovel
bites off 90 tons, lifts it ten
stories, and moves it 290 feet.
The engineers who designed
the shovel had to provide for
the tremendous loads, from all
directions, placed on the hoist
sheaves and swing machinery.
To take the combination radial
and thrust loads, keep wheels
and shafts turning smoothly
under punishing operating conditions, the engineers specified
3 4 Timkena bearings at all
critical points.

Tapered design lets Timken@bearings take both radial
and thrust loads
Some bearings can take loads from the sides-some from
above. Because of their tapered design, Timken bearings
take both radial and thrust loads o r any combination. And
because the load is carried along a full line of contact between rollers and races, Timken bearings have extra loadcarrying capacity.
Want to learn more about bearings or
job opportunities?
Some of the engineering problems
face
after graduation will involve bearing applications. For help in learning more about
bearings, write for the 270-page General

Information Manual o n Timken bearings.
And for information about the excellent job
opportunities at the Timken Company, write
for a COPY of "Career Opportunities at the
T i m k e n Company". T h e T i m k e n R o l l e r
Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio.

QUESTION:

How long does this train-

ing period last ?

THON:
There is no pat answer to that
question, since so much depends on
individual ability and intensity of application. If I were to generalize, I'd
say 3 -4 years.
QUESTION: Can the young engineer
supplement the company's training
program in any way?

THON:Yes. We recognize the value
of university extension courses in
specialized fields. We encourage him
to enroll in such courses to broaden
his knowledge and have a policy of
reimbursing him for tuition fees.
QUESTION: To what does he "graduate" at the end of his training period?

J. GEORGE
THON,Chief Civil Engineer, Power Division

CIVIL EN

RI

One of a series of interviews in which
Bechtel Corporation executives discuss
career opportunities for college men.
Mr. T h o n , t h e young
graduate considering a position with
t h e Power Division o f Bechtel i s
likely to be primarily interested in
two things: the nature o f the overall
work the division does, and what his
starting job would be as a civil engineer.

QUESTION:

THON
: Power Division work consists
of engineering and construction of
steam, electric and nuclear power
plants and of heavy industrial and
metallurgical plants.
He would start with us as an assistant
engineer attached to a specific project
group. He would work under the
supervision of the group supervisor.
QUESTION:Would h e have a n y
choice as to preliminary assignment ?

0th his college traini
references are cons
ered and he might be assigned either
to the civil group or the structural
group.
QUESTION: Suppose he goes

into the

civil group, what will he be working
o n at the start ?

THON
: He will work on site
ment, drainage, roads, railroad trackage, etc. If his preference is for
structural work, he will be assigned
to detailed design of various struchires such as foundations or steel or
reinforced concrete superstructures.
Since Bechtel not only
engineers a project but is usually the
constructor as well, I assume there
must be close liaison between engineering and construction forces?
QUESTION:

THON:That is right. It is of paramount importance at all times. We
emphasize the need for this close relationship in the work of the young
engineer. He is shown why he must
learn both design and construction
before he can design a structure that
is not only theoretically soun
also economical. He i s given frequent
o visit project sites.
construction department are also made available.

THON
: He would be put in charge of
one of the phases of a project. For
example, he might be responsible for
the design of the reinforced concrete
foundation for a generator. Another
assignment might involve a study of
soil conditions and recommendations
for the most economical type of
foundation for a powerhouse.
Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel
foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers
and constructs petroleum refineries,
petrochemical and chemical plants;
thermal, hydro and nuclear electric
generating plants; pipelines for oil and
natural gas transmission. Its large and
diversified en qineering organization
offers opportunities for careers in many
branches and specialties o f engineering
-Mechanical.. .Electrical.. .Structural
...Chemical. ..Hytiraz~lic.

Write for new brochures showing the
wide variety of projects Bechtel builds
throughout the world.
Address: John F. O'Connell,
Vice President, Industrial Relations
220 Bush Street, San Francisco 4, Calif.

'

SAN FRANCISCO
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plungers in hollowedout tree stumps provided a crude but
workable source of compressed air for this
rimitive African iron foundry - marking an early step in the mechanization
which permitted man's evolution from
the stone age to the iron age.
AND-OPERATED

blast furnaces of
gulp air at 130,000
cubic feet per minute. For it
takes three tons of air to produce a single ton of pig iron.

T today

HE HUGE

In steel plants from coast to
coast, you'll find Ingersoll-Rand
Turbo-Blowers on the job 24
hours a day, month after month,
year after year. Their reputation
for dependable performance is
the result of Ingersoll-Rand's
continuous research and development in the design and construction of air power equipment.

If you'd rather m a k e industrial history than read about it,
be sure to look into the fine job
opportunities available with In
gersoll-Rand. For further information contact your Placement
Office or write Ingersoll-Rand.
ELECTRIC TOOLS MINING & CONST
MAY, 1
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Mattsons have three children now-two
hoyq arid a girl,

1946
Fern Wood Mitrhell. MS. P h i ) '48, is
now manager of the research services group
of the research and development division of
W. R. Grace & ('.o. in New York. Before
joining the Grace organization in 1955.
he was chief analytical chemist at the
American Cyanamid Company's Fortier
Plant in New Orleans.
John .I. Burke. MS '48, is vice president
in charge of engineering of the Hallainore
Electronics Company i n \naheirn, (alifornia. The c-ompany is a division of the
Siegler Corporation. and produces elertronir control and test systems. John was
formerly head of the guidance and electronics division a t IPI,.

1947
C . Burton Crumley. MS '49. writes that
"since 1949 I've been at Stanford University; since 1951 as a research associate in
the electronic'- research laboratory, lately
speciali7irig in traveling-wave tube and
beam focusing work. I h a ~ et x o sons--one
four years old. the other foin months old,

I finally got my PhD frorri Stanford in
1955. Many fellow ('IT alumni in this
at ea are enjoying relatively smog-free
:itrr~os~ihere-albeit an occasiorial earthquake..'

1949
Rolj M. .Siru lair

N rites that he's "now
at the Physikali'-ches Staatsin~titut of the
University of Hamburg in Germany. on a
year's leave of absence from the Westinghouse Rpsean-h Laboratories. I'm still doing research in nuclear physics. now under
Professor Willi Jentschke (formerly of the
University of Illinois). who is director
here. I left the States last September. and
have been dividing my time sinre then
)etween physics and traveling."

1951
Cnrioll R. 1,ir~dholrn is now at (altech's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory as a resident
engineer of the Motorola Research Laboratory in Riverside. (California. He's working on the analysis of missile computer
systems.

ff illitim V . W ood. P h i ) , is now group
leader of a newly formed group in the
(rMX (tivi'-ion of the University of Cali-

forr~ia'r. Los Alamo-; Sf if-ritifir Laboratory.
Rill i'- married and has two sons.
P p i n \ . Mt~qorz. M S '52, writes that
" a f t e r four years at JPL. 1 decided I
didn't know enough. so I'm bark a t ("alterh working on a PhD i n EE." The Masgirl^ and
ons now ha%e three children-2
a boy-the
latest addition heing Margaret.
4- months old.
Robert F. t.onnellv. sales manager of
the airrraft arid chemistry (Jivi'-ion of the
Bray Oil Cornpany in Los Angeles, has
been elected chairman of the Los Angeles
section of the American Society of Lubrination Engineer'; for 1957-58.
1952
f i n Khauri. exploitation engineer for the Shell Oil Company. was
transferred in February from B a k e r s f i ~ l d
to Los Angeles. H e and his wife announced the arrival of a son. John. on March 18.

W ahf)td

1953
P e r r ~ V(zrt<'nian is working as a senior
project leader at the Sylvania Electric
Company's microwave physics laboratory in
Mountain View. Calif.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26

t o work with a long establishe
fessional engineer on the design o f
special machines a n d products.
Lots of calculations, board work a n d
checking. Excellent job for engineer
who likes to work a n d improve his
competence. Every {ob i s different
in a new field o f private industry.

P. Smith
vanced Development Division

ACE AMERICA MUST NOT L

Our greatest aim is to make truly significant scientific discoveries and technical developments. Discoveries which add
to our scientific knowledge. Discoveries and developments
which lead to new products which can be produced for the
good of mankind and insure our continued economic prosperity. Discoveries and developments which will maintain the
nation's defenses strong. Most of all, to make discoveries and
technical "breakthroughs" which will give our country the
scientific and technical leadership and prestige which are so essential for maintaining the peace of the world. We fully realize
that to attain these objectives we must win out in a great
scientific game against a competent and ambitious adversary.
The Avco Research and Advanced Development Division,
with its team of creative scientists and engineers, is expending
great effort to reach these goals. Significant accomplishments
have already been made in the physics, chemistry and gas
dynamics associated with the high-altitude, hypersonic flight of
missiles; the intercontinental ballistic missile re-entrance problem; missile stability; and electronics as applied to advanced
radar, computers and air navigation.
New fields are under investigation and the division hopes to
make technical "breakthroughs" in magnetohydrodynamics,
controlled thermonuclear fusion, conversion of chemical and
nuclear energy into useful work, the creation of new materials,
the manned satellite, and many other areas. Some of these
fields are so new that our laboratories must also be teaching
centers so that young scientists and engineers who join us can
learn the science and technology basic to these new fields while
contributing their own creative investigations.

idea is nourished by exposure to men representing many
different scientific specialities-a characteristic operating method a t
Avco Research and Advanced Development Division.
Avco's new research division is now offering unusual and exciting
career opportunities for exceptionally qualified and forward-looking
scientists and engineers in such fields as:
Pictured below is our new Research Center now under construction in
Wilmington, Massachusetts. Scheduled for completion in early 1958, this
ultra-modern laboratory will house the scientific and technical staff of the
Avco Research and Advanced Development Division.

SCIENCE:

-

Aerodynamics
Electronics
Mathematics
Physical Chemistry = Physics * Thermodynamics

ENGINEERING: Aeronautical
Heat Transfer

Applied Mechanics Chemical
Mechanical * Reliability
Flight Test

Electrical

Write to Dr. R. W . Johnston, Scientific and Technical Relations,
Avco Research and Advanced Development Division, '20 South
Union Street, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

CHANICA
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
EDISONCOMPANY,
the fastest-growing
electric utility company in the United States, serves one of the
fastest-growing areas of the nation.
In anticipation of future power requirements, Southern California Edison is pioneering in an experimental atomic electric
generating plant which will be the first in the West to produce
electricity on a commercial basis.
Because of Edison's growth and its policies of leadership in
technological fields and promoting from within, the opportunities
for advancement with the company are at an unprecedented high.
Edison's employee benefits include a medical and sick leave
plan plus outstanding retirement, vacation and insurance plans.
For all the details please write or call:
Mr. C . T. Malloy, Southern California Edison Company,
P.O. Box 35 1 - Michigan 7 1 1 1, Los Angeles 53, California.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

COMPANY

L I V E BETTER-ELECTRICALLY

D RELAX

Let Calmec Manufacturing Company
Worry About
Your Metal Parts and Products
W e have the most modern facilities a n d most
complete

plant

to

give

you

the

maximum

of

service, whether i t i s a small part, a l a r g e part,
or a product from your ideas to the shipped article
direct t o your customers, under your name, from
our plant.

ALMEC MANUFACTURING CO.
KIrnball 6204
Calif.

o s Angeles 22,

ENGINEERING AND SCIENC

tory is a stable research an
development center located
north o f Pasadena i n t h e
foothills o f the San Gabriel
mountains. Covering an 80
acre area and employing
1700 people, i t is close to
attractive residential areas.
The Laboratory is staffed by
t h e California Institute of
Technology and develops its
many projects i n basic research under contract with
the U.S. Government.
pportunities open to qualified engineers of U.9.citizenship. Inquiries now invited,

evelopment o f guided missile
t h e Jet Propulsion Laboratory
maintains a complete and broad responsibility. From t h e earliest conception t o
production engineering-from research
and development i n electronics, guidance,
aerodynamics, structures and propulsion,
through field testing problems and actual
troop use, full technical responsibility rests
with JPL engineers and scientists.
The Laboratory is not only responsible for
the missile system itself, including guidance, propulsion and airframe, but for all
ground handling equipment necessary to
insure a complete tactical weapons system.

With Special Applications in these Fields..

6a

%
.a***.*,*

product of this type of
systems responsibility is the "Corporal,"
a highly accurate surface-to-surface ballistic missile. This weapon, developed by JPL,
and now in production elsewhere, can be
found "on active service" wherever needed
in the American defense pattern.
A p r i m e attraction f o r scientists a n d
engineers at JPL is the exceptional opportunity provided for original research
afforded by close integration with vital and
forward-looking programs. The Laboratory
now has i m p o r t a n t positions open f o r
qualified applicants for such interesting
and challenging activities.

MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL,

.

TELEMETERING, RADIO AND INERTIAL GUIDANCE,
COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT, OPERATIONS RESEARCH
AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, STRUCTURES, DYNAMICS,
PROPULSION, CERAMICS, METALLURGY

W S I O N OF C A L I F O R N I A I N S T I T U T E OF TECHNOLOGY
PASADEMA * CALIFORNIA

SO^&

CONTINUED
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e f i h n r d ff . Fbgare. MS. M E '55. ic
now s u p e n isory mechanical engineer in
the Underwater Ordnance Department at
NOTS in China Lake. California. He
~ t a r t e f l Iiic rareer a t NOTS while continuing his gradtiate cttidies at (.altech
in 1953.

1954
(,/*nrg/>I*. Johriston. who is sttidying at
Harvarri Law School. has received a Hart a r d Law School National Scholarship for
the current year. This award is given to
'students of outstanding quality vrhoce
hornec are far from New England." and
is renewable from year to year.

J a m e s V . Pinherton. a graduate student
at Harvard, send< along the following:
" M r . and Mrs. James Pirikerton of Camn i d g e , Maswchucetts, wish to announce
the a r i h a l of a n addition to their family
-Geoffrey.
a dog.'"
Private Robin Weal Hiintlev. MS '55,
was high man in the proficiency teat at
the end of hi< eight-week h a w training
(wtirsP at Fort Orrl recently. Hic score of
103 out of 116 not only led hi" cornpan?
of 270 men hut is wand only to the Fort
O r d record of 104 which was set lact year.

inter( pptor advanced training in the

Robin waq a production foreman for Prncter & Gamble in Long Beach bpfore hr
joined the U S Army Reserve last year.
He i c stationed in a US'VR control gro11p
which meetc at Fort Mac4rthur.

Rfil) a t Perrin VFB. Texac.

1956
H i t hai (I r u n <!e Honftw w as rnan ieil to
Michrllc 411\(!ridge in Pasadena in March.
Dick ic studying for hic M S in e l ~ r t r i r a l

Pehr H . S c h t ~ l i n . 4E '55, writes from
Linkoping. Sivederi. that he's still head of
the gi~iried misciles project a n d developmerit group a t the Saab Aircraft ( ompariy.
' W e \ e had a busy time cirire our return
in 4ugtist. 1955. W e are just planning to
m i l d a hoiise thie summer. We\e had one
in Sepaddition to the family-Ela-Stina
tember. 1956. Among her godparents is
Dr. V a i n o Hoover. '27, %IS '28. P h D 'X.
in Loc Angeles. Our other two childrenPra. 7. and Peter. 5--juct don't "peak
English any more. T h a l e applied for the
ptofeccor"q chair in Finland in the ileronaiiticc divicion. although nobody yet
know'< the result."

f > i ~ p i r irig
l ~ e ~a t Stanford.

j,McKini Mah*i//e. one o f the
ccientiqt. in Antarctica. is stationed on the
Filchnpr t( e Shelf in Widdell Sea. hic
rnotlier writes. H e will lie there, with nine
other crietitiqts. for the next t w p l ~ emonths.
He cannot get mail in this isolated 'spot.
Kim has charge of research on aurora
auctrolis. geomagnetism and meteor's. His
party left Punta 4reneq. on the Strait's of
Magellan, on December 8 and f o r 43 days
foiight the ice. The freighter. Wyandot.
and its icebreaker. the Staten Icland.
were both damaged and the proposed cite
was never reached. The alternate site. not
very far from the Engli'ih station from
which Sir Edmund Hillarv i= to land a
part! acrocc the continent. had to be built
in two-weekc time instead of the six that
had been planned on. a< the ship had to
e a l e o n Fehr~iary 10 to amid getting
icehour~d.

1955
E . Fern Wade is now a research scientist foi the Lockheed Missile Sycternc
1 ) i isiori
~
i n Sunnyvale. ('aliforni.1.
Frank C . Mirhpl writes that he gradiiated from hacic jet training last February
and ic currently assigned to all-weather

-

The Caltech Alumni Association at its
annual dinner to be held June 5, 1957, af
the Rodger Young Auditorium will feature
as its principal speaker our own Dr. Lee
DuBridge who will speak to the association
on the subject "Around the World in 100
Days.''
This Verne-ian title has obvious reference
to Dr. DuBridge's recently completed trip
around the world during which he visited
universities, engineering schools and scientific research centers.
The customary annual report on Institute
affairs will be given to the association this
year b y Dean Watson on the subject o f
academic affairs and by Mr. Albert Ruddock
on Financial and trustees' affairs.
All alumni are cordially invited to attend.
Reservations should be in the Alumni Office
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PHYSICIST for high altitude instrumentation problems
associated with atmospheric or nuclear phenomena.
---- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ROCKET DESIGNER experienced i n internal ballistics;
solid propellant manlufacturing background desirable.
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - - - - - --MECHANICAL DESIGNER with strong creative afbilities
and u p t o ten years' experience, 3 or 4 of which have
been in structural analysis, layout a n d original design
of rockets or aircraft.
- - - - - - - --------

---

--------

Other openings for the f o l l o t t 1 i 1 1 ~ :
AERODYNAMI CIST
AERONAUTICAL E
ELECTRONICS ENGI EERS Â MECHANICAL
BALLISTICS SPECIALISTS ( e x t e r n a l and t r a j e c t o r y ?
These positions offer opportunity with a young, well-financed corporation known for its ability to translate
theory into reality. As designer and develo'per o f the
ASP, the world's fastest single-stage solid propellant
rocket, Cooper Development Corporation has a strong
record of accomplishments. CDC will play a significant
role in the IGY program on upper atmosphere research.
Ideal suburban Los Angeles location. Please submit your
resume in confidence to:

by May 31.

Martin H. Webster. '$37
Chairman. B a n q u e ~ Cnmmiiif~e
2626 South Peck
Hillcrest 6-3138

Rd,
*

Monrovia, Cat.
Ryan 1-5664

For supplying power to electric shov
hielded to assure protection to perso

ing specifications. Every foot is subjected
En the finished form.

CRESCENT IN

E

This new boiler plant at Nabisco's huge
Chicago bakery was planned to provide,
efficiently and economically, the steam
that the bakery must have on tap at all
times for heat, hot water and various
processing operations.
Because the reliability, efficiency and
economy of its steam source are so vital
to this world-famous company, they
selected B&W boilers.
Think a moment of most companies*
use of steam-and its cost. Take a fast
turn around a boiler plant. Spend a
little time chatting-perhaps quite profitably-with engineers. Get the facts on
a company's invested steam dollars in
relation to the return they're getting. If
the facts add up to problems, B&W engineers can and will help industrial companies and their consulting engineers
solve these problems.
When a B&W boiler is chosen, Iongrange performance is assured. And isn't
that what the buyer really wants? Not the
assurance.
boiler but its end product, the steam,
Wilcox Company,
and the assurance of an efficient, deon. 161 East 42nd Street.
pendable, economical steam source. The New York 17, N. Y e

A

The system provides pilots and navigators with continuous infor
longitude, ground speed, ground
drift angle and ground track. It
rate and instantaneous. Requires
putations, ground facilities or wind data.

Construction of a modern two-story,
engineering and laboratories building
has begun at Ryan, to meet the company's expanding work in Jet VTOLAutomatic Navigation- Jet Drones
-Missile Guidance- Jet MetallurgyRockets.
The new facility will provide additional quarters for many of the 1000
employees in Ryan's fast-growing engi-

neering division. It will also house
complex, new chemical, metallurgical,
instrumentation, environmental and
autopilot equipment.
h one in six Ryan employees in
ering, this division has tripled in
three years. Its mushrooming growth
reflects Ryan's increased importance as a
rch facility in aerodynamics, propulsion and electronics.

AVIGATOR guides pilots wit
single instrument (above).

Shortest way into the sky is straight
up-in the Ryan Vertijet. To probe this
new realm of flight without becoming
airborne is a trick performed daily by
Ryan engineers. Their secret? A rotatable cockpit connected with electronic
computers.
Ryan's flight simulation laboratory is
a prime tool in the test of new aircraft
designs. Both the Vertijet and the subsonic, rurboprop-driven Vertiplane are
put rhrough their paces via earthbound
flight test. Ryan leadership in this revouGonary new concept of flight is based
upon IV^ million manhours of VTOL
oorns" straight up in unique research and development. It is another
le of how Ryan builds etter.

1

I

1
1

I

yon has immediate career
openings for engineers
Look to the future. Look to Ryan.. .where you can
grow with an aggressive forward-looking company.
You'll find a variety of stimulating projects. Ryan
engages i n all three elements of modern flight
vehicies-airframes, engines to propel them and
electronics equipment to guide them.
Send today for Ryan's brochure "Engineerin
Opportunities". Mail this coupon to:
Mr. James Kerns, Engineering Personnel
Ryan Aeronautical Company
Lindbergh Field, 2745 Harbor Drive
San Diego 12, California
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FIELD OF EXPERIENCEOR PREFERENCE

i

DEGREE

SCHOOL

PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
William F. Kash, Jr. '38
Donald S. d a r k '29
VICE-PRESIDENT
TREASURER
Willis R. Donahue, J r . '34
Georqe B . Holmes '38
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert H. Bungay '30
Chester *I?.Lindso- '35
lobn R. Fee 51
lohn E. 0sbor; '39
Edward P. Fleischer '43
Richard H Johns '35
Richard W. Stenze! '21

NEW

YORK CHAPTER

President
E. Morton Holland '36
A. G. Edwards & Sons. 501 Lexington Avenue, New York 17
Vice-president
Albert E Myers '29
530 Rock Road, Glen Rock, N e w Jersey
Secretary-Treasurer
Frank F. Scheck '43
Psnnie, Edmonds, Morton, Barrows & T a y l s r ,
247 Park Avenue, New York
June 5

Annual Meeting
Rodger Young Auditorium

June 29

Annual Picnic
Disneyland

ATHLETIC SCHED
VARSITY GOLF

VARSITY TRACK

May 17
Conference Tournament at
Pomona-Claremont

May 17
Redlands Invitational at
Redlands

WASHINGTON, D.C. CHAPTER:
President
Howard W. Goodhue '24
U S . Army Corps of Engineers Office, Ct let of Engineers
Secretary-Treasurer
Paul B. Streckewald '39
10414 Drumm Avenue Kensington, Maryland

California Research Corporation
Vice-president
Donald E. Loeffler '40
Shell Oil Company, Martinez
Secretary-Treasurer
Jules F. Mayer '40
Chemical Division, Standard Oil Co., Richmond
Meetings: Informal luncheons every Thursday.
Fraternity Club, 345 Bush St., S a n Francisco
CHICAGO CHAPTER:

VARSITY BASEBALL

VARSITY TENNIS

May 1 8

May 17

Whittier at Whittier

Conference Tournament at

May 2 1
El Toro Marines at Caltech

President
Donald H Loughridgs '23
Northwestern Technological Institute, Evanston
Vice-president
Robert L Janes '36
Armour Research Foundation, Chicago
Secretary-Treasurer
Lawrence H. Nobles '49
Northwestern University, Evanston

Redlands
May 1 8
Conference Tournament at

May 2 2
Redlands at Caltech

Redlands

President
Wayne MacRostie '42
State Dewartment of Water Resources, Box 1079, Sacramento
Charles M. Herd Ex. '30
State Division of Architecture, 1120 "Nu Street, Sacramento
Secretary
John Hitter '35
state Division of Highways, 1120 "N" Street, Sacramento
Meetings- Luncheon first Friday of e,ach month.
University Club, 1319 "K St , Sacramento

Vice President

L2:'-ure Hall, 2 0 1 Bridge, 7:30p.m.
May 17

May 24

Brain Mechanisms ii
Behavior

-by

Geologic Exploration of
Alaska

Dr. Roger Sperry

-by

Dr. James Noble

Chairman
Maurice B. Ross '24
3040 Udal Street, San Diego 6, Calif
Secretary
Frank John Dore, Jr '45
consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp., S a n Diego
Pro ram Chairman.
Herman S Englander '39
U
Kavy Electronics Laboratory

&
liam W. Moore '33
Soil Mechanics Investigations

General Offices: 816 West Fifth Street. Los Angeles 17
ffices: Log Angeles, Â§a Francisco, Portland,
Seattle. Salt Lake City, Chicago. ew York, Atlanta, London

supplies and quality gift ideas.',

RYAN 1-6669

1,000 styles -7 5 0 stores -yet 1)fiotogral)liy
wives headquarters inventory (inures overnigllt
&
Thorn McAn m d s tru-day haiid-copying jobs with
Kodak's Verifax Copier-now gets complicated
sales, size and style data off in a day.

B

when Thorn McAn's merchiindise manager or stylist
needed n o r d on s;ili:s or style trends
in certain stores, it took as much as
ten days to hand-copy the records.
But today, when headquarters located in New York requests information o n any slioe style or store, the
New England merchandising center
gets the latest facts and figures away
in that night's mail. And stj ling, buying and rliiitributing functions get
24-11o11r-instead of ten-day -service

on vital stock allotment statistics.
This its because the fact% kept on
files of removable panels and cards,
can be slipped into a Kodak Verilax
Copier and copied, photographically
accurate, in a minute.
Photocopying is just one of hundreds of ways photography works today for all kinds of businesses, large
and sn-iall. It helps with product design, takes kinks out of production,
increases sales, improves customer
and personnel relations.

EFORE,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4.

N. Y.

CAREERS WITH KODAK
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With photngrapliy and i ~ l i o t o g r ~ p l ~11rucic
esses becoming incredsingly inipurtaiit in the
businesti and industry of tomorrinv, tliex-e are
new a n d challenging opportunities at Kodak
in .iewdrch, engineering, electronics, design
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rI'l~~m
McAu calli) the Verii.i\ ( ' o p i ~ ~
''the kiiigpiu of tlit*allotment mntrol h) 5teni." It eopit~s stole's st? l i ~ t i l l o t ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ t
records a n d \\ idtli breakdowns and in
Ifr-sstluii 60 'iecoiuL lias a dry print ready
for the mails.
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and prodtu'tion. If j o u are looldi~gfor sucli an
interesting opportunity, write for infurination
alioiit careers \\it11 Kudak. Address: Business
a n d Technical Personnel Dept., Eastrnan
Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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OFFERS

The geographic location in which you
will work and live is one important consideration as you plan your future career.
There are many reasons why technical
graduates join General Electric Company.
One of these is the opportunity t o work
in engineering, marketing, and manufacturing in any of 150 American cities in
45 states.
Thus, an engineer can satisfy his
geographical preferences in planning both
his professional career and selecting his
future home.
General Electric's continuing expansion

.

a

in over 200,000 product lines has been
highlighted by this wide dispersal of
Company facilities. Boundless opportunities in engineering, manufacturing, and
marketing are open t o outstanding engineering and science graduates in a variety
of professional interests. You can find the
satisfaction of a highly rewarding career

with one of the nation's most diversified
enterprises.
For more information about General
Electric's programs for technical graduates, consult your Placement Director
or write t o Mr. Gregory Ellis, General
Electric Company, Section 959-2, Schenectady, N. Y.

